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Executive Summary 
Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration's Asset Forfeiture Program

Task Orders Awarded to Maximus, Inc., for Financial Investigative Services 

Objectives 

The Department of Justice Office of the Inspector 

General completed an audit of two task orders issued 

by the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to 

Maximus, Inc. (Maximus), under the Justice 

Management Division’s (JMD) Professional Assistance 

Contracts (PACS) Number DJJ-08-C-1659. 

The objectives of this audit were to assess: (1) the 

adequacy of JMD’s and the DEA’s administration and 

oversight of the PACS and its task orders; 

(2) Maximus’s compliance with the PACS and its task

orders’ terms and conditions, as well as applicable laws

and regulations; and (3) Maximus’s performance on the

task orders, including financial management,

monitoring, reporting, and progress toward meeting the

contract goals and objectives.

Results in Brief 

We identified a number of concerns regarding the 

administration and oversight of the PACS task orders. 

First, the DEA was highly involved in the hiring of 

contract personnel, many of whom were former DEA 

employees. Such a role should be assessed to 

safeguard the integrity of the hiring process and 

mitigate the appearance of conflicts of interest. 

Second, the manner in which the DEA administered the 

task orders demonstrated several characteristics of a 

personal services contract, which federal rules prohibit. 

Third, the DEA approved Maximus charging rates for 

two contract personnel that did not meet specific PACS 

labor category qualifications without a required waiver, 

which placed the government at risk of overpaying for 

services. Several factors also raised questions 

regarding whether task order personnel were properly 

classified as independent contractors rather than 

employees. 

Recommendations 

Our report contains 11 recommendations to improve 

how JMD and the DEA administer and oversee Asset 

Forfeiture Program contract awards and performance. 

Audit Results 

In support of the Department of Justice’s Asset 

Forfeiture Program (AFP), the DEA awarded a series of 

time and material task orders to Maximus to procure 

personnel to identify assets eligible for seizure and 

forfeiture by analyzing evidence and third-party 

databases. In FYs 2014 and 2015, the DEA issued task 

orders DJD-08-59-14-D-001 and DJD-08-59-15-D-002 

under the competitively awarded PACS Indefinite 

Delivery/Indefinite Quantity contract vehicle through 

written delegated procurement authority acquired from 

JMD. The PACS includes a base period of 1 year with 6 

additional 1-year option periods and a contract ceiling 

of $475 million. 

Maximus and its subcontractor Professional Risk 

Management, Inc. (PRM), provided 82 contract 

personnel to work on these task orders at DEA offices 

across the United States largely to support financial 

investigations. As of the completion date of the last 

PACS task order, the DEA had paid over $85 million to 

Maximus for work performed. The DEA administratively 

closed the task orders and de-obligated all remaining 

funds effective June 27, 2017. This audit examined two 

of the task orders, under which Maximus had received 

as of January 2016 over $26 million in AFP proceeds for 

work performed. 

Hiring of Task Order Personnel - Despite contract 

terms that assigned prime contractor Maximus the 

responsibility of hiring task order personnel, DEA 

officials, mainly field office supervisors, remained 

decisively involved in selecting the personnel who 

worked on the task orders. Further, of the 

82 personnel working under the task orders, 33 

(40 percent) were former DEA employees with an 

average of 22 years working at the DEA. Of these 33 

task order workers, 21 reported to the same DEA office 

in which they worked as full-time DEA employees prior 

to their retirement from the DEA. Because the DEA did 

not keep a record of the résumés it received from 

Maximus for each vacancy, and Maximus did not track 

which résumés it sent the DEA for each vacancy, we 

could not compare the qualifications of former DEA 

employees selected for task order work to other 

applicants who did not have DEA experience and whom 
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Executive Summary 
Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration's Asset Forfeiture Program 

Task Orders Awarded to Maximus, Inc., for Financial Investigative Services 

Maximus designated as “best-qualified.” While we did 

not find evidence that the DEA officials’ roles in 

selecting contract personnel violated ethics rules, to 

protect the integrity of the process used to select task 

order personnel, we believe that JMD needs to assess 

the propriety of the DEA’s level of involvement in the 

selection of individuals hired by Maximus and PRM and 

assigned to the task orders. If JMD concludes that the 

DEA’s involvement is appropriate, we believe that JMD 

should establish standards for how the DEA documents 

its review of candidates’ qualifications and its approval 

of candidates to work under the task orders. 

Personal Services - We determined that the DEA 

needs to strengthen its oversight of AFP task orders to 

ensure that it is not awarding and administering task 

orders in a manner that creates personal services 

contracts. The FAR defines a personal services contract 

as a contract that, by its express terms or as 

administered, makes the contractor personnel appear to 

be, in effect, government employees. Personal services 

contracts are unallowable without statutory 

authorization, which the DEA does not have. The FAR 

offers six indicators to identify a personal services 

contract. Based on these indicators, which we assessed 

in light of the evidence we acquired throughout the 

audit, we believe that the manner in which the DEA 

administered the task orders demonstrated several 

characteristics of a personal services contract. 

Classification of Task Order Workers - We noted 

that Maximus and PRM classified all of the personnel 

charging costs to the subject task orders as 

independent contractors. According to the U.S. 

Department of Labor, individuals are employees, not 

independent contractors, if the nature of their work falls 

within the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) definition of 

employment, with the overarching question being 

whether the totality of the worker’s circumstance 

indicates that the worker is economically dependent on 

the employer (an employee) or in business for 

themselves (an independent contractor). We found that 

the task order workers demonstrated characteristics 

suggesting a high level of economic dependence on 

Maximus and PRM. 

Both JMD and DEA officials stated that they did not 

review the classification of Maximus and PRM contract 

workers prior to awarding the task orders. JMD 

contract officials further stated that they believed 

contractors such as Maximus could determine how to 

classify their workers and, even if they were to be 

considered “employees,” such workers qualified as 

“professionals” and thus should be exempt from FLSA 

and other federal protections. However, based on our 

review, we question whether the exemptions cited by 

JMD officials would apply to the task order workers. 

Task Order Costs – We reviewed some of the 

expenses charged to the task orders and found that 

Maximus and PRM generally complied with contract 

terms and conditions. However, Maximus hired two 

Subject Matter Experts who did not meet PACS 

qualifications of having a Master’s Degree. Although 

Maximus notified the DEA of the particular qualifications 

of these individuals, the DEA did not provide a written 

waiver, as required by the PACS, prior to approving 

these individuals to serve as Subject Matter Experts. 

We also noted that both of the individuals met the 

qualifications for Senior Investigators. Therefore, 

without the required waiver, the DEA effectively paid a 

premium of $485,386 over what it would have paid 

these individuals had they served as Senior 

Investigators. We believe that the lack of a process to 

ensure that the DEA documented these waivers 

unnecessarily placed the government at risk of 

appearing to overpay for AFP services. 

While the PACS expressly prohibited paying local travel 

costs, Maximus incurred and the DEA paid such costs 

resulting from work performed away from the normal 

job site. We found that the PACS did not define local 

travel costs and only provided a single line item for 

Maximus to bill these and other direct costs. According 

to the DEA, this made it difficult to distinguish local 

from non-local travel costs billed to the task orders. 
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AUDIT OF THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION’S ASSET 
FORFEITURE PROGRAM TASK ORDERS AWARDED TO 

MAXIMUS, INC., FOR FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES 

INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Justice (Department or DOJ) may seize property 

associated with violations of federal law, and then assume title to that property 
through a process known as asset forfeiture. The primary objectives of the 
Department’s Asset Forfeiture Program (AFP) are to: (1) punish and deter criminal 

activity by depriving criminals of property used or acquired through illegal 
activities; (2) improve how foreign, federal, state, and local law enforcement 

agencies work together by sharing equitably assets recovered under the program; 
and (3) use seized and forfeited proceeds to compensate victims of associated 
crimes and to benefit federal, state, and local law enforcement. Several DOJ 

components seize assets as part of the AFP, including the Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA); Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives; Federal 

Bureau of Investigation; U.S. Marshals Service; and the United States Attorneys’ 
Offices. The success of the AFP hinges not only on how well federal, state, and 
local governments cooperate to investigate and prosecute complex criminal cases, 

but also on the ability of law enforcement to identify, seize, and safeguard 
criminally-derived assets.1 

The Justice Management Division’s (JMD) Asset Forfeiture Management Staff 
(AFMS) manages the Assets Forfeiture Fund (AFF), which holds the proceeds of 

forfeited assets. Recognizing that DOJ must administer the AFP in a fiscally 
responsible manner and use asset forfeiture funds to supplement (rather than 

supplant) appropriated funds, the Attorney General’s Guidelines on Seized and 
Forfeited Property (Guidelines) establish the rules by which a component may use 
AFF proceeds to support law enforcement activities. To mitigate concerns that law 

enforcement might target valuable assets for seizure instead of seeking assets tied 
to crimes and criminal organizations (a practice referred to as “bounty hunting”), 
the Guidelines generally prohibit DOJ components from using asset forfeiture funds 
to pay employee salaries. However, the Guidelines permit components to use asset 
forfeiture funds to pay for certain non-personnel costs associated with identifying, 

locating, and seizing property subject to forfeiture, including contracted services 
necessary to identify potential assets.2 

The DEA enforces the controlled substances laws and regulations of the 

United States. As part of its mission, the DEA seeks to disrupt the financial 

1 In March 2017, we released a review that evaluated the Department’s oversight of cash 
seizure and forfeiture activities. See U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, 
Review of the Department’s Oversight of Cash Seizure and Forfeiture Activities, Evaluation and 

Inspections Division 17-02 (March 2017). 

2 The Attorney General’s Guidelines on Seized and Forfeited Property, July 1990 (amended 
November 2005) at VII.B. and D.; cf. 28 U.S.C. § 524(c) (2016). 

1 

https://oig.justice.gov/reports/2017/e1702.pdf


 

 

     
   

 
  

 
   

       

      
  

          
      

      

     
       

 
 

      

     
     

       
       

      
        

     

     
    

   
 

        

       
       

     
    

      

   
      

                                    
             

          

           
            

               
         

     

            

            

            
         

dealings and dismantle the financial infrastructure of illegal drug traffickers, which it 
accomplishes in part through asset seizures and forfeitures. 

AFP Professional Assistance Contracts 

In March 2008, the AFMS announced its intent to acquire specific, case-
related professional support services for federal law enforcement agencies using up 

to $475 million in asset forfeiture funds. To accomplish this, the AFMS established 
the Professional Assistance Contracts (PACS) Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity 

(ID/IQ) contract vehicle with a base period of 1 year with 6 additional option years. 
Under the PACS, contractors would provide professional support services on a task-
order basis. Of the 12 firms that responded to the solicitation, JMD awarded 4 

firms the right to compete for PACS task orders, including Maximus Federal 
Services (Maximus), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Maximus, Inc., located in Reston, 

Virginia. 

Using delegated procurement authority that it acquired from JMD, under the 

PACS, the DEA began issuing to Maximus a series of time-and-material task orders 
for financial investigative support services at its Special Operations Division (SOD) 

in Chantilly, Virginia and across its field offices nationwide.3 Specifically, the DEA 
task orders sought contracted personnel to organize, research, and examine asset 

information associated with targeted drug investigations. To accomplish this work, 
these personnel would assist the DEA by sifting through and analyzing evidence, 
investigation records, and third-party databases for information pertaining to assets 

that might be eligible for civil or criminal seizure and forfeiture. As of the 
completion date of the last PACS task orders, in late March 2017, Maximus had 

received over $85 million for work performed for the DEA.4 

Professional Risk Management, Inc. (PRM), a firm located in Leesburg, 

Virginia, served as Maximus’s subcontractor on the DEA task orders. PRM 
specializes in financial investigative services and related staffing solutions. 

Between October 2013 and September 2015, Maximus and PRM supplied 
82 contract personnel across 3 PACS-defined labor categories to work on the DEA 
task orders.5 DEA officials told us that the DEA relied on these contract personnel 

to research the financial elements of criminal investigations necessary to link seized 
property to drug crimes because it lacked the time, skills, and capabilities to do so.6 

3 While the AFMS is responsible for awarding and administering AFP contracts, the AFMS 

permits certain components participating in the AFP to issue task orders under a written delegated 

procurement authority that passes contract monitoring and oversight responsibility to the issuing 
component. Appendix 2 lists the task orders issued by the DEA to Maximus. 

4 The original final option year under the PACS ended September 30, 2014. However, the 
DEA and JMD extended performance under the Maximus task orders until awarding the follow-on 
contract vehicle to the PACS. 

5 Of these 82 contract workers, Maximus provided both of the 2 Junior Professionals and 

1 Subject Matter Expert; PRM provided 1 Subject Matter Expert and all 78 Senior Investigators. 

6 The federal government risks losing seized property or proceeds if it does not file a 
forfeiture claim within 90 days after a seizure. 18 U.S.C. § 983(a)(3) (2016). 
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Table 1 

Summary of Task Order Personnel 

Labor Category and Responsibilities 
Number of 
Personnel 

Junior Professionals gather and correlate basic data and 

perform analysis. 2 

Subject Matter Experts conduct: (1) detailed 
examinations of information generated during complex 
criminal and civil investigations, and (2) financial analysis 
for law enforcement personnel pursuing civil and criminal 

forfeiture matters. 2 

Senior Investigators conduct and complete financial 
investigations.a 78 

Total 82 

a DEA, Maximus, and PRM personnel refer to the Senior Investigators as 
Senior Financial Investigators. For the purposes of this report, we apply the 
PACS-defined labor category of Senior Investigator to these contract 
personnel. 

Sources: The PACS and contractor personnel roster 

As described in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 16.601(c)(1), 
because a time-and-materials contract bases payment on the specified price per 

hour for labor, such contracts provide no positive-profit incentive for contractors to 
limit work time and control costs. While permissible, services procured under such 
contracts must be managed carefully to control costs. Therefore, agencies entering 

into a time-and-materials contract must, among other oversight measures, obtain a 
reasonable assurance that the contractor uses efficient methods and effective cost 

controls. As the issuing component for these task orders, the DEA was primarily 
responsible for monitoring and overseeing the performance of Maximus and PRM. 

According to the DEA, Maximus completed all work under the two task orders 
and subsequent modifications as of June 27, 2017. The DEA accepted all of 

Maximus’ services, administratively closed the task orders, and de-obligated all 
residual funds following that date. 

Office of the Inspector General Audit Approach 

The objectives of the audit were to assess: (1) the adequacy of JMD’s and 
DEA’s administration and oversight of the PACS and its task orders; (2) Maximus’s 
compliance with the PACS and its task orders terms and conditions, as well as 

applicable laws and regulations; and (3) Maximus’s performance on the task orders, 
including financial management, monitoring, reporting, and progress toward 

meeting the contract goals and objectives. 

To accomplish our objectives, we evaluated JMD’s Request for Proposal, the 

contractor’s proposal package, the PACS contract, task orders and related 
statements of work, contract files, and resulting billings. Additionally, we 

interviewed DEA and JMD contracting officials responsible for administering the task 
orders, Maximus and PRM managers who hired and oversaw contract personnel 
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performing the procured services, and contract personnel and DEA supervisors at 
9 DEA field offices across the United States. We also assessed the personnel files, 

including résumés, of contract personnel. See Appendix 1 for further discussion of 
the audit objectives, scope, and methodology. 

The Audit Results section of this report details how JMD and the DEA 
administered the task orders, how DEA employees interfaced with contract 

personnel, and addresses the method by which Maximus and sub-contractor PRM 
hired contract personnel to work on the task orders. 
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AUDIT RESULTS 

We found that the DEA is highly involved in the process of selecting task 
order workers, many of whom were former DEA employees, and we believe JMD 

needs to assess the contracting agency’s role to ensure it is appropriate and to 
safeguard the integrity of the contract personnel selection process. In addition, we 

believe that the manner in which the DEA has administered the task orders 
demonstrated several characteristics of a personal services contract, and that the 
DEA and JMD therefore need to take action to ensure compliance with federal rules 

prohibiting personal services contracts and prohibiting contract personnel from 
performing inherently governmental functions. 

Furthermore, we found that the DEA approved and paid invoices submitted 
by Maximus for two contract personnel who did not meet specific PACS labor 

category qualification requirements. The DEA paid $1,130,707 for Subject Matter 
Expert services without granting a waiver prior to its approval of these individuals 

to serve in the labor category, as specified in the contract, to document the 
decision to deviate from the qualification requirements. Although Maximus 
provided the DEA with a notice of the qualifications of these individuals, the lack of 

a process to ensure that the DEA documented required waivers placed the 
government at unnecessary risk of overpaying for services. In addition, both of the 

individuals who provided services as Subject Matter Experts could have still served 
on the task orders as Senior Investigators. Without a waiver, the DEA effectively 
paid a premium of $485,386 over what it would have paid these individuals had 

they served as Senior Investigators. We separately found that although the PACS 
prohibited charging local travel costs, the PACS did not define such costs. The 

PACS further only provided a single line item for Maximus to bill all other direct 
costs, which the DEA stated made it difficult to distinguish between local and non-
local travel costs. 

We also identified several factors that raised questions about the 

classification of personnel hired to work on the task orders as independent 
contractors rather than employees. We believe JMD should enhance its process for 
pre-award analysis to ensure that contracting officials review AFP bids for 

indications of potentially misclassified contract workers. 

DEA Task Orders 

As a part of its mission to enforce federal controlled substances laws and 

regulations, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is authorized to seize 
assets derived from illegal drug trafficking. In support of the Department of 

Justice’s (DOJ) Asset Forfeiture Program (AFP), the DEA awarded a series of time-
and-material task orders with Maximus Federal Services, Inc. (Maximus), to 

procure contract personnel to identify assets eligible for civil or criminal seizure and 
forfeiture by sifting through and analyzing evidence and third-party databases. 
Between October 2013 and September 2015, Maximus and its subcontractor 

Professional Risk Management, Inc. (PRM), provided DEA with 82 contract 
personnel to work on the DEA task orders at DEA offices across the United States. 
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Of these contract workers, 78 served as Senior Investigators charged with 
conducting financial investigations. Upon Maximus’s completion of all services, as 

of late March 2017, the DEA had paid over $85 million to Maximus across the life of 
the PACS. This audit focused on two task orders and extensions under which, as of 

January 2016, Maximus had received over $26 million in AFP proceeds for work 
performed. 

As time-and-materials awards issued under the PACS, the task orders 
obligated JMD and the DEA to monitor contract personnel performance carefully to 

protect the government’s interest. To assess compliance with PACS terms and 
conditions, we evaluated how the DEA administered the task orders’ performance 
and payments by reviewing the contract solicitation package, the task orders and 

accompanying work statements, employment opportunity announcements at the 
DEA and other federal law enforcement agencies, and the résumés or worker 

qualifications of all contract personnel and interviewed personnel working on the 
task orders regarding their respective professional qualifications. 

In addition, we interviewed the 2 Junior Professionals, 2 Subject Matter 
Experts, and a judgmental selection of 22 of the 78 Senior Investigators regarding 

the work they performed and supervision they received under the task orders. We 
also interviewed the DEA Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) and 15 DEA 

supervisors at 9 different DEA office locations to ascertain how they monitored task 
order performance and evaluated task order costs.7 

Identifying and Selecting Contract Personnel 

Under the PACS, contractors are responsible for performing all activities 
associated with recruiting and hiring staff, such as advertising, screening 
applicants, interviewing, and reference checking.8 With the exception of the portion 

of the PACS that allows the government to require the contractor to remove 
contract personnel for cause, the PACS does not reserve a role in the hiring process 

for the contracting agency. Specifically, in the PACS, the government reserves the 
right to require the contractor to reassign contractor employees who are deemed 
incompetent, careless, unsuitable or otherwise objectionable, or whose continued 

use under the contract is deemed contrary to the best interests of the government.9 

DEA Involvement in Contractor Hiring Decisions 

In practice, we found that the DEA was deeply involved in the process for 

selecting contract personnel. According to Maximus, for nearly all vacancies, after 
receiving a résumé, PRM identified and assessed the skills, experience, work ethic, 

7 DEA employees interviewed included Special Agents-in-Charge, Assistant Special Agents-in-
Charge, Special Agent Group Coordinators, and a Unit Chief. 

8 PACS § C.5.1(a), Contract Administration General Requirements. 

9 PACS § C.6.6, Reassignment of Contractor Personnel. 
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and demeanor of potential candidates to determine whether the candidate would be 
suitable to work on the task order, and it submitted to the DEA COR, through 

Maximus, a group of résumés for the candidates it believed were the best-qualified 
for each task order announcement so the DEA could select from multiple 

candidates.10 The DEA COR then forwarded these résumés and the associated job 
vacancy announcement to DEA supervisors in the field office. DEA supervisors 
decided which candidate to select for the open position, and the DEA COR notified 

Maximus of their decision and Maximus or PRM subsequently hired the candidate as 
an independent contractor. Maximus officials told us that the DEA office involved 

usually had worked with the selected candidate previously, but in some cases, DEA 
officials may have asked to interview the candidate. Maximus and PRM officials told 
us that they would not hire a candidate without the DEA’s prior approval. 

To assess whether controls are in place to ensure hiring decisions were based 

on merit, and whether the analysis of who to hire was documented and clearly 
demonstrates that the DEA received the best value for the services received, we 
reviewed all 82 contract worker résumés. We determined that 33 individuals 

(40 percent) were former DEA employees. These 33 individuals, which included 
both of the Subject Matter Experts and 31 Senior Investigators, worked an average 

of 22 years with the DEA prior to working on the task orders. Of the 31 Senior 
Investigators who were former DEA employees, 21 reported as contractors to the 

same DEA office in which they worked as full-time DEA employees. 

We also interviewed several Senior Investigators who confirmed that they 

worked with the same DEA employees they served with or even supervised while 
they were at the DEA. For example, one Senior Investigator told us that she began 

working on the task orders at the same DEA office the week after she retired as a 
DEA supervisor. Prior to retirement, this employee told us that her Assistant 
Special Agent-in-Charge recommended that she apply to PRM for the contract 

position. Additionally, several Senior Investigators obtained notices of task order 
work opportunities due to their previous relationships with DEA personnel. For 

example, a Senior Investigator informed us that a friend who also worked as a 
Senior Investigator told him about the open task order position. He was hired after 
this friend urged him to contact the field office’s Assistant Special Agent-in-Charge 

to apply for the vacated, full-time contract position. Another Senior Investigator, 
once a DEA supervisor at the same office he now works at as a contractor, told us 

that his friendships and experience with DEA employees have proven critical in 
obtaining task order work. 

The PACS stipulates that contractors are responsible for performing all 
activities associated with recruiting and hiring workers under the task orders. The 

PACS is largely silent regarding the DEA’s formal role in the task order worker 

10 To identify applicants, PRM maintained an applicant pool of potential task order candidates 
with financial investigation, analysis, and asset forfeiture experience. PRM also recruited new 

candidates by posting announcements on various professional websites, including those focused on 
hiring retired federal law enforcement personnel. PRM further solicited interest from those with 
experience in the military, private sector, and state and local law enforcement agencies. 
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selection process. In light of our findings about the DEA’s involvement in hiring 
decisions and the frequency with which former DEA employees are selected as 

contract personnel, we recommend that JMD, as the component responsible for 
overseeing the PACS, assess the DEA’s level of involvement in the selection of task 
order workers hired by the contractors to determine if the DEA’s participation is 
appropriate. 

Lack of Support for DEA Task Order Worker Selection Decisions 

We attempted to examine a sample of résumés that Maximus sent to the 
DEA COR for each vacancy to determine whether controls were in place to ensure 
hiring decisions were based on merit – the best qualified candidate – and not 

favoritism or prior relationships with former DEA employees. However, we could 
not readily perform this examination because the DEA told us that it did not keep a 

record of the résumés it received for each vacancy, and Maximus told us it did not 
track which résumés it sent for each vacancy.11 The DEA therefore could not 
provide to us the basis for its analysis in determining the contract personnel 

selected were indeed the best qualified candidates. As a result, the DEA cannot 
demonstrate that it evaluated all task order candidates based on their respective 

knowledge, skills, and abilities in accordance with statement of work requirements. 

Maintaining a complete contract file that allows for appropriate monitoring 
and oversight is an essential component of good contract management. For that 
reason, FAR 4.801(b) requires that government contract files contain documents 

that are sufficient to constitute a complete history of the contract action for the 
purpose of: (1) providing a complete background as a basis for informed decisions 

made at each step in the acquisition process, (2) supporting actions taken, 
(3) providing information for reviews and investigations, and (4) furnishing 
essential facts in the event of litigation or congressional inquiries. Whenever 

contract files are decentralized across outside offices – as in the case of the 
delegated procurement authority that the DEA has received from JMD – the 

responsibility for maintaining complete records of contract decisions must be 
assigned.12 At the organizational level, contract files must be maintained to ensure 
effective documentation of contract actions.13 

We believe that the principles underlying this provision of the FAR clearly 

apply to the contractor personnel decisions made under the DEA’s task orders. For 

11 While Maximus maintains copies of all résumés it sent forward to the DEA, it does not 

maintain a record of which résumés it sent to the DEA for a specific task order opportunity. If a 

candidate was not selected, Maximus reports that the candidate’s résumé is returned to its potential 
candidate portfolio. 

12 FAR 4.802(d), Contract Files. The JMD AFMS Contracting Officer and COR provided us with 
a memorandum that delegated procurement authority for the PACS task orders to the DEA’s 
Contracting Office. According to JMD, the memorandum gives the DEA contracting officials the 
primary responsibility for contract file maintenance for the task orders. This is consistent with FAR 

1.602-1(a) and 1.602-2(d), which require that Contracting Officers and CORs receive clear instructions 
in writing regarding the limits of their authority. 

13 FAR 4.802(c)(1), Contract Files. 
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that reason, if JMD determines it is appropriate for DEA officials to continue having 
an extensive role in selecting contract personnel, we believe that the DEA should 

maintain the documents necessary to demonstrate, for each task order vacancy, 
why its officials selected a certain candidate over other Maximus and PRM-

designated candidates. In our opinion, vital elements of a contract file for the task 
orders should include résumés or staff qualifications for all contract workers 
presented for consideration to the DEA, staff referral listings, and other personnel 

documents, coupled with any other information necessary to document the basis for 
decision and demonstrate that consistent and appropriate evaluation criteria were 

used in selecting the workers to fill each task order vacancy. We believe such a file 
will better ensure that the DEA comports with the principles expressed in 
FAR 4.801(b) and support the DEA’s selection of contract personnel as the best 

candidate based on merit. 

Selecting Former Employees Subject of Ongoing Investigation 

We further found that one DEA Special Agent who was a subject of an OIG 

investigation regarding the use of limited confidential sources retired after an 
interview with the OIG and shortly thereafter became a Senior Investigator with 

PRM.14 Specifically, this individual was interviewed by the OIG in 2014, retired as a 
Special Agent 5 days after this interview, received an offer from PRM to work on the 

task orders on that same day, and reported to the DEA for duty as a contract 
Senior Investigator 1 month later.15 We confirmed that this individual received 
clearance from the DEA’s Office of Security Programs on January 3, 2014, to return 

to the DEA as a contractor on the task orders even though this individual was the 
subject of an ongoing OIG investigation.16 

A DEA official told us that the DEA has recently implemented a practice of not 
permitting employees who resigned or retired in lieu of termination to return to the 

DEA as a contract worker. In line with this practice, we believe that the DEA should 

14 The OIG investigation concluded in January 2015 and determined that, over a period of 
20 years, this individual and another DEA Special Agent paid an Amtrak employee $854,460 for 
information that was available at no cost to the government in violation of federal regulations relating 
to the use of government property, thereby wasting substantial government funds. The OIG 
investigation also concluded that the DEA agents exceeded the terms of the Amtrak employee’s 
confidential sources classification when they directed him to gather specific information for them. See 
U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Investigative Summary, Findings 
Concerning the DEA’s Use of Amtrak Employees as Paid Confidential Sources, Investigations Division 
(January 2016). 

15 We discussed this issue with DEA officials who told us that documents show that this 

individual had been contemplating retirement for approximately 6 months. 

16 In September 2016, we issued an audit report on the Drug Enforcement Administration’s 
oversight of its Confidential Source Program as a follow up to our July 2015 report on the same 
subject. See U.S. Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, Audit of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration’s Confidential Source Policies and Oversight of Higher-Risk Confidential 
Sources, Audit Division, 15-28 (July 2015), and Audit of the Drug Enforcement Administration’s 
Management and Oversight of its Confidential Source Program, Audit Division, 16-33 
(September 2016). 
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avoid allowing an employee who is a subject of an ongoing investigation to separate 
from and return to the DEA as a contract worker. Employees under investigation 

who voluntarily separate may be seeking to escape potential administrative 
discipline, including a possible termination that would bar them from serving as a 

DEA contract employee. We therefore recommend that the DEA institute a process 
to identify former employees who are currently, or were at the time of their 
departure from the DEA, the subject of an investigation and review the 

circumstances of the investigation to determine whether the DEA should authorize 
the former employee subsequently to work on a DEA contract.17 

Avoiding Post-Employment Conflicts of Interest 

Former executive branch employees are subject to certain post-employment 
restrictions to avoid conflicts of interest stemming from misuse of their prior official 

position for personal benefit or to benefit another employer. Former employees are 
generally disqualified from working the same government matters that they worked 
on as employees during post-government employment. In addition, former 

employees may be prohibited from engaging in certain activities with the 
government for a period of time. As such, it is critical that all current and former 

employees seeking outside work or working with the government in a private 
capacity be aware of these rules to avoid prohibited conflicts of interest. 

In April 2013, the DEA began requiring that all employees leaving 
employment work with its ethics office to complete a questionnaire to identify 

potential conflicts of interest regarding future work that might involve the DEA.18 

In September 2014, the DEA’s Office of Acquisition and Relocation Management 
(OARM) issued a policy letter stating that individuals who had been DEA employees 
within the past 2 years must first be cleared of potential conflicts of interest by its 
ethics office before being authorized to support a DEA contract. The OARM also 

issued a special clause that the DEA must include in all solicitations, contracts, and 
other service agreements. This clause requires that contractors ensure that any 

personnel working on a DEA award who had worked for the DEA within the last 
2 years submit DEA Ethics Questionnaires to DEA’s ethics office.19 

17 We note that the intent of this recommendation is consistent with §1140 of the National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2017, 130 Stat. 1999, 2471 (December 23, 2016), which 
separately obligates federal agencies to make a permanent notation in an employee’s official 
personnel record file if the employee resigns from government employment prior to the resolution of a 

personnel investigation of which the employee is the subject, and that investigation results in an 
adverse finding against the employee. 

18 The Ethics Questionnaire provides the DEA Deputy Ethics Official the information needed to 
write an ethics opinion on the applicability of the Procurement Integrity Act, 41 U.S.C. § 423 (2016) 
and post-employment restrictions under 18 U.S.C. § 207 (2016). The DEA Deputy Ethics Official 
advises employees that separate from the DEA on potential violations of post-employment restrictions 

or other applicable laws if allowed to work on matters involving the DEA in the future. 

19 The DEA reports that it is in the process of extending the length of time covered by this 
clause from 2 to 5 years. 
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We found that many of the former DEA employees that the DEA requested 
Maximus select to serve as contract personnel lacked essential knowledge of the 

rules to avoid conflicts of interest with their former federal employer. Of the 24 
Senior Investigators and Subject Matter Experts we interviewed, only 7 

(29 percent) indicated that they knew of the DEA policies, while only 6 of 15 
(40 percent) of the DEA supervisors interviewed stated that they were aware of 
them. 

While we did not identify specific conflicts of interest between the DEA and 

those working on the task orders, we note that only some of the former DEA 
employees who served as contract personnel on the task orders completed the DEA 
Ethics Questionnaire because they left DEA employment before the questionnaire 

was required. Because a number of contract and DEA personnel remain unaware of 
the DEA Ethics Questionnaire and related policies regulating post-government 

employment, we recommend that the DEA require that AFP contract personnel who 
are former DOJ employees complete the required DEA Ethics Questionnaire and 
confirm that they have no conflicts of interest.20 

Personal Services 

Federal agencies are normally required to obtain their employees by direct 

hire under competitive appointment or other procedures required by the civil 
service laws. Obtaining personal services by contract, rather than by direct hire, 
risks circumventing the purpose of those laws unless Congress has specifically 

authorized an agency to acquire the services by contract. Without such approval, 
contracting agencies are expressly prohibited from awarding personal services 

contracts.21 

FAR 2.101 defines a personal services contract as a contract that, by its 

express terms or as administered, makes the contractor personnel appear to be, in 
effect, government employees. FAR 37.104(a) further states that a personal 

services contract is characterized by the employer-employee relationship it creates 
between the government and the contractor’s personnel. An employer-employee 
relationship under a service contract occurs when contractor personnel are subject 

to the relatively continuous supervision and control of a government officer or 
employee, as the result of: (1) the contract’s terms or (2) the manner of its 

administration during performance. However, the FAR cautions that each contract 
arrangement must be judged in the light of its own facts and circumstances, giving 
particular attention to whether an agency exercises relatively continuous 

supervision and control over the contractor personnel performing the contract.22 

20 In its response to a draft of this report, the DEA updated its policy to require that 
contractors and other firms performing work with the DEA submit completed ethics questionnaires and 
resumes for review for conflicts of interest. We detail additional analysis of this action in Appendix 7. 

21 FAR 37.104(a) and (b), Personal Services Contracts. The PACS at § H.14 also explicitly 

prohibits agencies from using it as a vehicle to solicit contractors to perform personal services and 
requires that contractors notify the government if they believe they are performing personal services. 

22 FAR 37.104(c)(2), Personal Services Contracts. 
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The FAR provides six descriptive elements that characterize personal services 
contracts. An individual element does not conclusively indicate personal services; 

instead, the elements must be considered in the aggregate. 

Table 2 

Descriptive Elements of Personal Services Contracts 

1. Performance on site. 

2. Principal tools and equipment furnished by the Government. 

3. Services are applied directly to the integral effort of agencies or an 
organizational subpart in furtherance of assigned function or mission. 

4. Comparable services, meeting comparable needs are performed in the same 

or similar agencies using civil service personnel. 

5. The need for the type of service provided can reasonably be expected to last 
beyond 1 year. 

6. The inherent nature of the service, or the manner in which it is provided, 
reasonably requires directly or indirectly, government direction or 
supervision of contractor employees in order to: (i) adequately protect the 
government’s interest, (ii) retain control of the function involved, or (iii) 
retain full personal responsibility for the function supported in a duly 
authorized federal officer or employee. 

Source: FAR 37.104(d) 

As detailed below, we considered and applied in aggregate the six descriptive 
elements outlined by the FAR to assess PACS task order performance and ascertain 

whether the totality of the circumstances indicated that the DEA administered the 
PACS in a way that characterized a personal services contract. We concluded based 
on the information we collected during this audit that the DEA needs to strengthen 

its oversight of future AFP task orders to ensure that it is not awarding and 
administering task orders in a manner that transgresses the prohibition on personal 

services contracts. 

Elements 1 and 2:  DEA Provides Office Space, Tools, and Equipment 

The FAR advises that an indicator of personal services is whenever services 

are performed on site and the government furnishes the principal tools and 
equipment used by those working on the contract. We found that Maximus contract 

Senior Investigators work almost exclusively at DEA facilities. In addition, 
according to the DEA COR, the DEA furnishes nearly all the tools and equipment 
contracted personnel use to accomplish task order work, including computer 

terminals, telephones, and software, as well as software licenses and access to 
proprietary databases needed by contract personnel.23 The DEA COR also told us 

23 Such databases include the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), LexisNexis 
Accurint, and Thomson Reuters CLEAR. 
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that for each software or database, the DEA COR contacts the vendor, establishes 
the account, and provides the individual contracted employee with the login 

information. 

The PACS stipulates that contractors should be responsible for procuring all 
items and services required by task orders. However, a former DEA official, who 
now works at PRM, stated that due to the sensitive nature of ongoing criminal 

investigations, contract personnel are required to work in DEA secure office space 
and only use DEA-supplied equipment. This practice is consistent with task order 

work statements and contract personnel agreements, which state that contract 
personnel must work primarily at DEA facilities. In addition, the DEA Chief Financial 
Officer (CFO) Bulletin states that contract employees may utilize workspace with 

computer, printer, telephone, and other office supplies if work is performed at a 
DEA worksite. 

Accordingly, even though the DEA’s administration of the task orders appears 
to align with the contract personnel agreements and the DEA’s internal policy, those 
agreements and policy do not appear to comport with the PACS clauses that 
address the procurement of contractor materials, or with the FAR governing 

personal services. 

Element 3:  Contracted Services Directly Apply to DEA Mission 

The FAR also prescribes that a contract in which services are applied directly 

to the integral effort of agencies or an organizational subpart in furtherance of the 
agency’s assigned function or mission as potentially indicative of a contract that is 

personal in nature. 

To accomplish its mission of enforcing controlled substances laws and 

regulations, the DEA seizes assets derived from, traceable to, or intended to be 
used for illicit drug trafficking.24 To disrupt the flow of money and dismantle the 

supply chains of illegal drug suppliers, the DEA Administrator issued an agency-
wide policy in May 2004 that required all DEA investigations to focus on identifying 
and seizing the proceeds of illegal drug sales. The policy also emphasized that the 

DEA needed to build financial investigative competency by hiring new Special 
Agents with financial backgrounds and training current DEA employees on how to 

identify and gather intelligence regarding drug crimes. 

The DEA also maintains and participates in a number of inter-agency task 

forces that carry out its mission and identify drug proceeds and assets. DEA 
Financial Investigation Teams (FIT) guide personnel in the financial aspects of 

investigations, conduct sophisticated financial analysis, and serve as a DEA office’s 
local point of contact with financial institution leaders. DEA Tactical Diversion 
Squads (TDS) focus on investigating the illegal diversion of pharmaceuticals or 

listed chemicals. The DEA also supports Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task 

24 The federal government may use information gathered after a seizure to support a 
forfeiture action in such cases. 18 U.S.C. § 983(c)(2) (2016). 
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Force Strike Forces in key cities that target high-level drug trafficking organizations. 
All of the 22 Senior Investigators we interviewed were deeply integrated in DEA’s 
mission essential functions while most reported being embedded integrally on FITs, 
TDSs, or Strike Forces. The Senior Investigators told us that they spend most of 

their official time researching asset and bank databases to identify accounts, real 
estate, and personal property potentially paid for with drug proceeds. 

Additionally, FAR 7.503(a) states that contracts “shall not be used for the 
performance of inherently governmental functions,” and FAR 7.503(c)(1) lists as an 

example of an inherently governmental function “[t]he direct conduct of criminal 
investigations.” Yet several Senior Investigators reported assisting in areas beyond 
just the financial aspects of an investigation to support the DEA’s mission. Seven of 

22 Senior Investigators told us they have drafted subpoenas and affidavits for 
Special Agent signature, while 2 assisted in performing surveillance, which we later 

confirmed with a DEA supervisor. Also, 5 of 22 Senior Investigators informed us 
that they prepare DEA Forms-6, Report on Investigation, for Special Agent 
signature.25 

The FAR allows the government to use contractors, such as Maximus and 

PRM, to support government efforts by gathering information. However, in our 
opinion, the contractors’ execution of the investigative actions resulting from their 
information gathering raises concerns about whether contract workers are at risk of 
inappropriately performing inherently governmental functions that should be 
performed by DEA personnel. 

Element 4:  Comparable Services Performed at Similar Federal Agencies 

Another indicator of a service contract that is personal in nature is whether 
comparable services, meeting comparable needs, are performed in the same 

agency or at similar agencies using civil service personnel. We reviewed 
announcements for federal employment opportunities at other criminal investigative 

agencies, namely the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys and the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, regarding financial research and identified 
several full-time positions that appear to perform services similar or comparable to 

those provided by contracted Senior Investigators and Subject Matter Experts. 
Duties for these positions that are similar to those performed by Senior 

Investigators and Subject Matter Experts contracted through the DEA’s PACS 
included: (1) planning and conducting forensic financial investigations on criminal 
suspects, (2) identifying and tracking criminal proceeds, (3) preparing financial 

reviews for investigations, (4) assisting Special Agents in preparing subpoenas and 
executing search and seizure warrants, and (5) serving as a key member of 

criminal investigation teams. 

25 DEA Form-6, Report of Investigation, documents the events surrounding each 

investigation. This document allows the investigating agents to establish an unimpeachable record for 
the chain of custody and processing of drug exhibits. Required elements include descriptions of seized 
items, including the gross weight of drugs seized, amount of cash seized, and witnesses present. 
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Additionally, between 2003 and 2008, the DEA recruited Special Agents with 
finance and accounting backgrounds to enhance the financial investigative skills of 

agency employees and build an internal financial investigative knowledge base. 
The DEA also has enrolled over 4,500 Special Agents, Task Force Officers, 

Intelligence Analysts, and Diversion Investigators, in a comprehensive financial 
investigation curriculum to bolster the efficacy of financial investigations critical to 
its mission. Several DEA supervisors confirmed that DEA employees have the skills 

and abilities to perform the same or similar functions as contracted Senior 
Investigators, and in fact do perform them. Out of 15 DEA supervisors interviewed, 

10 (67 percent) told us that they themselves performed, as full-time DEA 
employees, duties similar or identical to those performed by Senior Investigators. 

Moreover, our review of all 78 Senior Investigator résumés identified 45 
individuals who performed as federal employees at other agencies the same or 

similar work that they now perform as DEA contract personnel. Our review also 
identified 31 Senior Investigators who previously performed the same or similar 
work as DEA employees. 

Element 5:  Length of Contracted Service Exceeded 1 Year 

The FAR states that work reasonably expected to last beyond 1 year is a 

characteristic of a contract that is personal in nature. Both task orders, as 
modified, had performance periods of 1 year (beginning October 1 and ending 
September 30) that could be renewed, after the first year, in 1-year increments at 

the DEA’s option, for up to 6 additional years (i.e. the period of performance for the 
PACS). Notably, 23 of the 24 Senior Investigators and Subject Matter Experts we 

spoke to told us that they had worked at the DEA under these task orders for more 
than 1 year. Given this sample, and given that the length of time worked by these 
personnel likely facilitates their performance of mission-required financial reviews 

for DEA investigations conducted by inter-agency task forces, we think it is unlikely 
the DEA in fact could reasonably expect the work conducted pursuant to the task 

orders to be complete in under a year. 

Element 6:  DEA Responsible for Supervising Contract Personnel 

FAR 37.104(d)(6) cautions that a service contract is likely personal in nature 

if the type or manner of providing the service reasonably requires government 
direction or supervision of contractor employees to:  (1) adequately protect the 
government’s interest, (2) retain control of the function involved, or (3) retain full 

personal responsibility for the function supported by a duly authorized federal 
officer or employee. To that end, the PACS states that contract personnel should 

perform activities on their own initiative and exercise professional judgment and 
discretion in making decisions and recommendations regarding the successful 
completion of their work, and that agency employees should provide contractor 

performance feedback and direction through the COR. Consistent with this 
requirement, the statements of work issued for each task order state that DEA 

Special Agents would be available to provide contract personnel technical advice 
and assistance. However, all of the contracted Senior Investigators and Subject 
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Matter Experts we interviewed reported that DEA employees directly assigned their 
daily activities and approved their timesheets. 

Further, the terms of the PACS required Maximus to designate an individual 

as its contract manager and allowed for the appointment of additional project 
managers. However, the terms of the PACS did not provide an example of an 
appropriate ratio of contract and program managers to contract workers. For the 

task orders under audit, we found that Maximus and PRM supervision of the 
82 contract workers, assigned to DEA offices nationwide, was limited to 1 

Washington D.C. based individual that served as contract and project manager. We 
believe that this arrangement was inadequate to mitigate the risks of an employer-
employee relationship developing between the government and contract workers 

given that all contract workers have a DEA supervisor on site. 

In addition, under the terms of the PACS, the COR is responsible for 
addressing individual contract personnel conduct and performance concerns with 
the Maximus project manager. Although the DEA COR e-mailed DEA field office 

supervisors to request feedback regarding the overall performance of personnel 
working on the task orders, we identified various instances where DEA supervisors 

bypassed the DEA COR and directed Maximus to reprimand, reassign, or dismiss 
Senior Investigators for misconduct. 

The DEA’s Administration of the PACS Task Orders May Be Creating the Appearance 
of Employer-Employee Relationships 

Based on the totality of our analysis of the FAR’s descriptive elements of 

personal services, we believe that the terms of the DEA PACS task orders and the 
manner in which the DEA administered these task orders demonstrated several 
characteristics of a personal services contract. Specifically, and as described 

above: 

 Contract performance occurred almost exclusively in DEA offices and the 
DEA provided nearly all the tools and equipment used by contract 
personnel; 

 Contract personnel conducted financial reviews that directly applied to 

DEA’s integral efforts and mission; 

 Because financial reviews conducted by contract personnel played such an 

important part in its mission, the DEA should have anticipated requiring 
these services beyond 1 year – and arguably did by including 6 additional 

option periods; 

 Contract personnel provided services comparable to services performed 

by other federal employees; and 

 Some DEA employees also directly supervised and guided contract 
personnel. 
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Unless specifically authorized by statute, agencies may not award personal 

services contracts.26 In October 2003, the DEA’s CFO issued an agency-wide 
bulletin regarding how DEA employees should interact with contractors working on-

site.27 Without explicitly citing specific FAR clauses prohibiting the contracting of 
personal services, the bulletin stated that the DEA did not have the statutory 
authority to administer personal service contracts and thus advised DEA employees 

to not supervise the day-to-day activity of contractors and maintain independent 
time and attendance records to verify contractor-billed hours. The bulletin also 

stated that contractors should only perform contracted tasks and that their work be 
clearly distinct from that of other DEA employees. The bulletin also expressly 
advised contract personnel from performing functions that significantly affect the 

life, liberty, or property of citizens. 

We found that the DEA has not adequately trained its employees and 
supervisors on its provisions or updated the CFO Bulletin since it was issued in 
October 2003. Only 3 of the 15 DEA supervisors we interviewed informed us that 

they were aware of policies and procedures regarding personal services. Further, of 
these 15 DEA supervisors, only 5 (33 percent) told us that they received training on 

PACS terms and conditions. Because the DEA has embedded contracted Senior 
Investigators and Subject Matter Experts on drug investigation teams with full-time 

DEA employees, we believe both DEA employees and supervisors require training to 
ensure that they work with contract personnel appropriately and avoid creating the 
appearance of employer-employee relationships indicative of personal services. We 

therefore recommend that the DEA: (1) update its policy regarding personal 
services to reflect the increased interaction between employees and contractors, 

and (2) require that employees regularly receive training regarding how best to 
manage contract personnel to avoid personal services. In our opinion, such an 
updated policy should provide employees with specific citations to the FAR to help 

DEA personnel better understand the importance of avoiding creating the 
appearance of personal services. 

Additionally, the PACS explicitly prohibits contract workers from soliciting or 
performing personal services. As the primary contracting office for the PACS, JMD 

should reevaluate how contract personnel work with federal employees in support 
of asset forfeiture activities. We recommend that JMD enhance its monitoring and 

procurement policies to avoid creating the appearance that AFP contractors perform 
prohibited personal services or inherently governmental functions. Moreover, we 
further recommend that JMD advise agencies participating on the PACS and future 

AFP contracts that they must not exceed their authority by administering the task 
orders to procure prohibited personal services. 

The PACS further specifies that all contractors need to provide to their 
personnel contract-specific training on quality and performance standards, including 

26 FAR 37.104(b). 

27 DEA Financial Management Division CFO Bulletin No. 2003-04, Guidelines for Managing 
Contract Employees (October 17, 2003). 
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the prohibition of personal services. We therefore recommend that the DEA ensure 
that its AFP contractors develop and provide training to all contract personnel 

regarding the characteristics of personal services, and the rules for who may 
supervise and review their work on the task orders. 

While a PRM official stated that he had worked with the DEA to address 
performance concerns, we noted that Maximus did not have policies and procedures 

in place to assess the quality of the work performed by contract personnel, as 
required by the PACS.28 We therefore recommend that the DEA ensure that AFP 

contractors implement a standard method to: (1) evaluate individual contract 
personnel work, and (2) share the results of such assessments with the DEA COR to 
enhance DEA task order oversight efforts. 

Task Order Payments 

Maximus submits monthly invoices to the DEA that detail the hourly charges 
for all task order workers by PACS contract line item number (CLIN). Maximus also 

includes with the invoice: (1) timesheets completed by each task order worker 
detailing the hours he or she worked each day and a brief description of the work 

performed; and (2) supporting receipts and invoices pertaining to other direct 
costs, particularly travel costs, that could not be allocated to labor costs. Upon 

receipt, the DEA COR told us that a Maximus Junior Professional and the DEA COR 
review the invoice for accuracy. If complete and correct, the DEA COR approves 
the invoice to be paid. 

28 See the PACS § C.6.7(a), Quality Assurance and Quality Control. 
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Labor Costs 

Contract workers from three PACS labor categories charged time to the task 
orders:  Senior Investigators, Junior Professionals, and Subject Matter Experts. The 

PACS established specific qualifications and hourly rates for each labor category as 
detailed in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Qualifications and Hourly Rates by PACS Labor Category 

Labor Category and Qualifications 
Option Year 6 

Hourly Ratea 

Senior Investigators require: (1) at least 10 years of law 
enforcement experience planning, conducting, and participating in 

complex investigations; (2) 5 years of experience in a specialized area 
such as Forfeiture, Organized Crime, White Collar Crime, Fraud, Drug, 
Money Laundering, or similar area of criminal activity; and (3) a 

working knowledge of current investigative techniques including the 
use of commercial databases and other sources of information. 

Junior Professionals are workers who have less than 3 years of 
experience participating in short term studies. 

Subject Matter Experts require: (1) significant knowledge and skills 
in the specified field that the professional community generally 
recognizes as an expert in the subject matter; (2) a minimum of 
3 years in-depth experience directly related to the specific subject 
matter; and (3) a Master's Degree or higher in field of expertise. 

a PACS hourly rates for Option Year 6, which were applicable for all task orders, 
modifications, and extensions issued during fiscal years (FY) 2014 and 2015. The PACS 
period of performance ended in FY 2014. The PACS task orders were extended into 

FY 2015, using the negotiated rates from FY 2014. PACS § B.3.2, Pricing Table. 

Sources: PACS and task order statements of work 

Under the FAR, all costs billed to a contract must be reasonable, allocated 

properly, and comply with the terms of the contract.29 To assess the support 
provided for charged labor costs, we first reviewed a sample of 25 invoices for task 
order work that occurred between October 2013 and September 2015. For each 

sampled invoice, we traced the hours billed to timesheets prepared by each worker 
and approved by a DEA supervisor. We found that Maximus allocated tested labor 

costs to the proper CLIN and sufficiently supported the labor costs with authorized 
timesheets. Moreover, our review of contract personnel résumés found that all 
Senior Investigators and Junior Professionals met the qualifications for their 

respective PACS labor category. 

As shown  in Table 3,  the hourly  rate for Subject Matter Experts  
) is 75 p ercent  greater than the hourly  rate for Senior Investigators  
).  In addition,  a  Subject Matter Expert  requires a  Master’s  Degree,  which is  

unique among the three labor categories. However, we found that neither of the 
Subject Matter Experts had the required Master’s Degree. The PACS states that 

29 FAR 31.201-2, Determining Allowability. 
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professional certification or licenses, or very significant experience, may be 
substituted for a Master’s Degree in “unusual situations,” and only with the prior 

written approval of the DEA COR.30 We also found that the DEA COR did not 
approve in writing an exception for either Subject Matter Expert. Between 

October 2013 and September 2015, Maximus billed the DEA a total of $1,130,707 
in hourly rates associated with these two Subject Matter Experts. 

After we inquired about this matter, in February 2016, Maximus submitted to 
JMD a request to waive the Master’s Degree requirement for its Subject Matter 

Experts. JMD officials subsequently told us that they do not believe a waiver was 
necessary because the DEA knew the background of the individuals and believed 
their experience met the Subject Matter Expert qualifications even though both 

lacked the Master’s Degrees that were required in the contract. 

To support this position, JMD officials cited a technical evaluation report that 
the DEA prepared during the task order procurement process to assess Maximus’s 
proposal. However, we found that the DEA was unable to provide us with evidence 

supporting that it was aware the Subject Matter Experts did not meet the 
educational requirements of the PACS when it accepted and paid for the services. 

For example, the technical evaluation report specified neither the name nor 
educational background of the individuals Maximus proposed to serve as Subject 

Matter Experts. The technical evaluation report only stated that the individuals 
proposed by Maximus had the “depth of experience to fulfill all aspects of contract 
(sic) and meet all criteria.” We also noted that an e-mail from the DEA COR 

attached to the technical evaluation report stated that the individuals were 
“generally recognized in the professional community as an expert (sic) in this field.” 

However, the technical evaluation report and supporting documents did not identify 
these individuals as the proposed Subject Matter Experts and did not state that the 
respective experiences of these individuals were sufficient to substitute or waive the 

PACS requirement of a Master’s degree for this labor category. Therefore, we do 
not believe that the technical evaluation report and supporting documents 

constitute the waiver explicitly required by the PACS. As a result, we found that 
the DEA did not provide the required written waivers before retaining as Subject 
Matter Experts individuals who did not meet PACS education requirements. 

JMD officials stated that the purpose of the written waiver provision was to 
protect the government’s interest. According to JMD officials, the government did 
not forfeit the protective benefits of the waiver provision because Maximus was 

transparent about the fact that its Subject Matter Experts lacked Master’s Degrees, 
and the DEA approved these individuals to serve as Subject Matter Experts knowing 
that each lacked a Master’s degree. Even so, this explanation does not address the 

fact that the DEA did not meet an explicit PACS contractual requirement for these 
Subject Matter Experts. 

Without a Master’s degree, both of the individuals who provided services as 

Subject Matter Experts could have still supported the task orders as Senior 

30 PACS § C.6.3, Education/Experience Requirements of Labor Categories. 
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Investigators, who are paid at a lower rate than Subject Matter Experts. Therefore, 
without a waiver, the DEA effectively paid a premium of $485,386 over what it 

would have paid had these individuals served as Senior Investigators. The lack of a 
process to ensure that the DEA documented required waivers before hiring and 

subsequently paying these individuals as Subject Matter Experts placed the 
government at an unnecessary risk of overpaying for services. 

As stated previously, after accepting all services provided by the Maximus 
and PRM contract workers, the DEA administratively closed both task orders and 

deobligated all residual funds effective June 27, 2017. We believe that this action 
may have affected its ability to ratify the task orders or recoup the excess funds 
paid to Maximus.31 To best ensure compliance with qualification requirements 

stated in its contracts, we recommend that the DEA establish a process to ensure 
that it properly assesses the qualifications of individuals proposed to provide 

contracted AFP services to ensure compliance with explicit contractual education 
requirements. 

Other Direct Costs 

The PACS established one CLIN for all other direct costs to capture non-labor 
costs incurred by a contractor directly related to contract work. Based on our 

review of invoices and interviews with contract personnel, a large portion of the 
other direct costs Maximus allocated to the task orders comprised travel costs. 

Although the PACS permits contractors to be reimbursed for travel costs 
associated with airfare and lodging directly related to contract work, it generally 

prohibits the reimbursement of local travel costs. Because of this, such costs and 
any directly-associated costs are considered “expressly unallowable” or “mutually 
agreed to be unallowable.” Contractors must therefore take care to identify and 
exclude such costs from their billings.32 

While the PACS does not specifically define local travel costs, it provides two 
examples: (1) travel to and from a normal job site, and (2) supervisory travel to a 
government or alternative facility to oversee operations. The PACS also stipulates 

that personnel working temporarily at a government or alternative facility must 
consider that facility as their normal job site, and therefore are ineligible to receive 

local travel costs.33 

31 A Contracting Officer may approve an unauthorized commitment, such as the acceptance of 

services that did not meet contract requirements, through a formal process referred to as ratification 
under FAR 1.602-3. Such a process would involve both the government and contractor, and may only 
be performed when, among other things, “funds are available and were available at the time the 
unauthorized commitment was made.” 

32 FAR 31.201-6, Accounting for Unallowable Costs. 

33 PACS § B.3.1(c), Travel. 
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In addition, under the Federal Travel Regulation, each federal agency must 
define the local travel radius from a worker’s duty station.34 DOJ defines local 

travel as travel to any area within 50 miles from an employee’s duty station or 
residence.35 Because the PACS examples of local travel comport with the DOJ 

definition of local travel, we applied the DOJ definition of local travel to assess the 
allowability of travel costs Maximus charged to the task orders. 

To ascertain the level of unallowable local travel costs included in Maximus’s 
invoices, we judgmentally selected 4 of 24 total monthly invoices that covered the 

2-year scope of our audit. The sample identified $982 in local travel costs out of 
$21,170 in other direct costs included in the 4 invoices tested. Under the PACS, 
such local travel costs should not have been allowable. Maximus billed a total of 

$107,488 in other direct costs in the 20 invoices not included in our sample. Based 
on our sample, these remaining invoices potentially included unallowable local 

travel costs that should not have been allocated to the task orders. 

DEA officials told us that contract workers routinely received reimbursement 

for mileage associated with wire-taps, stakeouts, and other engagements that 
occurred less than 50 miles from their normal job site. Although DEA officials also 

told us that they reviewed invoiced travel costs for support documents, they did not 
consider whether the invoiced costs constituted unallowable local travel under the 

PACS. DEA officials stated that a single CLIN for other direct costs made it difficult 
for them to ascertain which travel costs were local or non-local. 

We believe it is important that the DEA review all AFP invoices carefully for 
unallowable local travel costs before payment. If local travel costs were to be 

incurred to support task order work, the DEA should have stipulated such in its task 
orders. Considering that all task order work has been concluded and the DEA has 
administratively closed the task orders, we recommend that the DEA: (1) work with 

JMD to ensure that future AFP contract terms and line item numbers address 
potential travel costs incurred as a result of work performed away from the normal 

job site and (2) implement controls to ensure that it properly identifies, segregates, 
and excludes unallowable costs from future AFP invoices. 

34 41 C.F.R. § 300-304 (2016). 

35 JMD Financial Management Policies and Procedures Bulletin No. 06-10, Reimbursement of 
Expenses in the Local Travel Area (March 15, 2006). 
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Classification of Task Order Workers as Independent Contractors 

According to the Department of Labor (DOL), individuals are employees if the 
nature of their work falls within the Fair Labor Standards Act’s (FLSA) definition of 

employment with the overarching question being whether the totality of the 
worker’s circumstance indicates that the worker is economically dependent on the 
employer or in business for themselves. Employees are economically dependent on 

employers, whereas independent contractors are not, and independent contractors 
are typically not entitled to receive many benefits, protections, and privileges that 

employees are entitled to, such as Social Security and Medicare matching 
payments, health insurance, unemployment insurance, minimum wage, and 
overtime pay. 

In addition, the Service Contract Labor Standards (SCLS) require employees 

working on federal service contracts in excess of $2,500 not be paid less than the 
wages and fringe benefits required by law to prevent contractors from being able to 
underbid each other for contract opportunities (not including individuals employed 

in a bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity).36 

According to JMD and DEA officials, Maximus and PRM classified all 
82 contract workers on the task orders as independent contractors because they 

considered the labor categories to be professional in nature and thus, even if the 
workers were “employees,” they would be exempt from FLSA and SCLS 
requirements.37 

During our review, we identified several factors that appear to contradict 

Maximus and PRM’s classification of independent contractors hired to work on the 
task order. 

Contractor Control Over Task Order Workers 

Maximus and PRM classified all of the 82 contract personnel working on the 
subject task orders as independent contractors. To assess whether Maximus and 
PRM properly classified these contract workers as independent contractors, we 

reviewed the employer-worker relationship between the independent contractors 
and Maximus and PRM using the economic realities factors that, as summarized by 

36 41 U.S.C. § 6701 et seq., 29 C.F.R. § 4.104 (2016), 29 C.F.R. § 4.113, and 29 C.F.R. § 
4.160-4.162 (2016). 

37 The FLSA and SCLS exempt certain executive, administrative, professional, information 
technology, and sales employees from federal minimum wage and overtime requirements. 29 C.F.R. 
§§ 541.0 and 4.156 (2016). An employer who claims such an exemption has the burden of showing 
that such an exemption applies. 29 C.F.R. § 779.101 (2016). Because the contract personnel were 
believed to be exempt from SCLS requirements, the SCLS clause requiring minimum wages and fringe 
benefits was not incorporated into the PACS contracts and task orders. 
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DOL, courts have analyzed to evaluate employer-worker relationships.38 In 
addition, we:  (1) analyzed the contract solicitation package, contractor’s 
management plan, and work statements; (2) assessed and verified the résumés of 
all contract personnel that worked on the task orders; (3) interviewed a cross-

section of 15 DEA employees and 24 contract personnel regarding training, policies 
and procedures, duties, timekeeping, and supervision; and (4) reviewed the 
consultant agreements for 66 of 82 task order workers.39 

Our review focused on the economic dependence of the independent 

contractors vis-à-vis Maximus and PRM and revealed that these task order workers: 

 Provided financial investigative services that Maximus and PRM 

respectively advertised as integral to the course of their businesses. 

 Were required to enter into consultant agreements that: (1) paid them a 
fixed hourly rate, (2) precluded them from working for other clients or 
hiring assistants or subcontractors to help fulfill task order duties without 

Maximus or PRM approval, (3) expressly required that they relinquish 
rights to any work products, proprietary inventions, discoveries, concepts, 

and methods that come into existence during the contract period, 
(4) required that they perform work at DEA facilities during normal 

workday hours, and (5) not solicit or hire other Maximus or PRM contract 
workers for 2 years without written consent from Maximus and PRM. 

 Largely did not report having either current or ongoing financial 
investigations business activities separate or discernable from Maximus or 

PRM. 

 Almost always worked indefinitely and full-time on the task orders until 

resigning or being terminated by Maximus or PRM similar to at-will 
employees. 

The U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division (WHD) enforces 
federal minimum wage, overtime pay, and recordkeeping tenets of the FLSA and 

prevailing wage requirements of various laws applicable to federal service 
contracts. The above results suggest that task order workers exhibited 

characteristics with respect to Maximus and PRM that are consistent with what the 
WHD, summarizing applicable legal authorities, has characterized as economic 

38 DOL Wage and Hour Division Administrator’s Interpretation Memoranda Nos. 2015-1 
(July 15, 2015) and 2015-12 (July 15, 2015). Our audit covered task orders issued in FYs 2014 and 

2015, which coincides with the aforementioned interpretations. In June 2017, the U.S. Secretary of 
Labor withdrew this guidance but noted that the removal does not change the legal responsibilities of 
employers under the Fair Labor Standards Act and other authorities, as reflected in the DOL’s long-
standing regulations and case law. 

39 Maximus and PRM were only able to provide 66 of 82 consultant agreements for its contract 
workers because it destroyed 16 agreements once the consultants separated from work. 
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dependence.40 We believe that this raises a concern that Maximus and PRM 
contract workers may not have been properly classified as independent contractors. 

If classified as employees, such personnel could be entitled to FLSA and SCLS 
protections, as discussed in more detail below.41 

Applicability of FLSA and SCLS Exemptions 

We discussed our concerns about the classification of contract workers as 
independent contractors with DEA officials responsible for awarding Maximus the 

subject PACS task orders and JMD officials responsible for administering the PACS. 
DEA officials stated that they did not review the classification of Maximus and PRM 
contract workers prior to awarding the task orders. JMD contract officials similarly 

told us that they did not review worker classifications because they believed PACS 
contractors such as Maximus could determine how to classify their contract workers 

and because, even if they were to be considered “employees,” such contract 
workers qualified as “professionals” and thus are exempt from FLSA and SCLS 
protections. 

However, based on our review, we question whether the FLSA and SCLS 

exemptions cited by JMD officials would apply to the task order workers. The 
exempt or nonexempt status of any particular employee is determined based on 

whether the employee’s salary and primary duties meet regulatory requirements, 
and the regulations provide that employees who perform investigations or 
inspections for violations of law, work to prevent or detect crimes, conduct 

surveillance, prepare investigative reports, or conduct other similar types of work 
do not typically qualify as exempt because they cannot meet the primary duty 

requirements for the executive, administrative, or professional exemptions.42 Such 
duties largely mirror what task order Senior Investigators and Subject Matter 
Experts told us they performed to fulfill task order requirements. Specifically, the 

task order workers we interviewed stated that, while embedded on DEA Tactical 
Diversion Squads, Financial Investigations Teams, and Organized Crime Drug 

Enforcement Task Forces, they: 

 Participated in investigations to detect violations of money laundering 

statutes and Attorney General Exempted Operation; 

 Conducted investigations of criminal activity based on reviews of 
Suspicious Activity Reports provided by financial institutions that are 
indicative of possible violations of law or regulation; 

40 DOL Wage and Hour Division Administrator’s Interpretation Memoranda Nos. 2015-1 
(July 15, 2015) and 2015-12 (July 15, 2015). 

41 As noted subsequently in this report, PRM advised that it has reclassified as an employee 

almost every worker currently performing services. Such work would be taking place under the Asset 
Forfeiture Investigative Services ID/IQ, which is a follow-on contract to the PACS. 

42 29 C.F.R. § 541.2 and 29 C.F.R. § 541.3(b)(1), (2) (2016). 
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 Participated in surveillance activities such as wire taps and stake outs; 
and 

 Prepared draft affidavits, subpoenas, and DEA reports on investigations. 

We recognize that the task order workers we interviewed may have 
emphasized to us the nature of the investigative duties they performed for the DEA, 

and underemphasized the more administrative duties they perform. Yet, based on 
the evidence we acquired throughout the audit, the task order workers appeared to 

have served as investigators who meaningfully supported mission-critical DEA 
activities.43 

In response to a draft of this report, PRM advised that it reclassified as an 
employee almost all of the workers performing AFP contract services for the DEA.44 

JMD has further acknowledged that questions regarding the propriety of 
contractors’ worker classifications is a recurring issue that would be best addressed 
before it awards a contract. Therefore, we recommend that JMD enhance its 

process for pre-award analysis to ensure that contracting officials review AFP bids 
for indications of potentially misclassified contract workers and, as appropriate, 

solicit WHD guidance on applicable labor laws and exemptions. 

43 Our concern regarding proper contract worker classification may have also affected the pre-
award analysis of the fairness and reasonableness of proposed and subsequently negotiated PACS 
labor rates, as required by FAR Subpart 15.402. As a part of pre-award analysis, to ensure fair and 
reasonable prices, FAR 37.115 requires that contracting officers conduct a risk assessment to ensure 
that bidders do not propose unrealistically low labor rates or other costs. JMD contracting officials told 
us that, despite a significant price variance among the historical and current bids received, they did 
not incorporate the propriety of contract worker classification in its pre-award analysis because they 

considered this issue a business decision of the bidding entity. 

44 Specifically, PRM stated that it reclassified workers on the ongoing Asset Forfeiture 
Investigative Services ID/IQ, which is a follow-on contract to the PACS. 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Despite the PACS, which makes contractors responsible for recruiting and 
hiring staff, our audit revealed that the DEA has had a decisive role in selecting the 

contract personnel who have worked on the task orders. We believe that JMD 
needs to revisit the DEA’s level of involvement in the hiring process for contract 

personnel to determine whether such participation is appropriate. If JMD concludes 
that the DEA’s involvement is appropriate, we believe that JMD should establish 

standards for the requisite documents that the DEA must preserve to document its 
review of candidates’ qualifications to work under the task order, and its rationale 
for specific selections. 

With regard to billings, although we found that Maximus and PRM generally 

complied with contract terms and conditions, Maximus hired two Subject Matter 
Experts who did not meet contract qualifications. Although Maximus provided the 
DEA with notice of the qualifications of these individuals, the DEA did not provide a 

waiver in advance, which the PACS required, for them to serve as Subject Matter 
Experts under the task orders. The lack of a process to ensure that the DEA 

documented these waivers placed the government at unnecessary risk of 
overpaying for services. We also found that Maximus included unallowable local 
travel costs in some of its invoices. 

The FAR defines a personal services contract as a contract that, by its 

express terms or as administered, makes contract personnel appear to be, in effect, 
government employees. Unless specifically authorized by statute, agencies may 
not award personal services contracts. Based on our application of descriptive 

elements of personal service detailed in the FAR, we believe that the terms of the 
PACS task orders and the manner in which the DEA administered these awards 

demonstrated several characteristics of a personal service contract.  We believe 
that the DEA and JMD need to take action to ensure that the employees and 
supervisors that interact with task order personnel avoid creating the appearance of 

personal services. 

Contract workers hired as employees are entitled to benefits such as Social 
Security and Medicare matching payments, health insurance, unemployment 
insurance, and overtime pay. Independent contractors are not entitled to such 

benefits. We found that Maximus and PRM classified all of the personnel working 
on the subject task orders as independent contractors even though the task order 

workers demonstrated a high level of economic dependence on Maximus and PRM, 
who, for example, precluded them from working for other clients or from hiring 
others to perform their duties. Such findings raise a concern that Maximus and 

PRM contract workers may not have been properly classified as independent 
contractors. 

We discussed our concern with DEA and JMD officials, who told us that they 

believed that task order workers were exempt from the FLSA and SCLS because 
they qualified as professionals. However, the contract workers told us that they 
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performed investigations to detect crimes, conducted surveillance, and prepared 
investigative reports, or conduct other similar types of work.45 As such, task order 

workers appeared to have served as investigators, which leads to questions about 
the applicability of FLSA and SCLS exemptions. 

We recommend the DEA: 

1. Institute a process to identify former employees who are currently, or were 
at the time of their departure from the DEA, the subject of an investigation 

and review the circumstances of the investigation to determine whether the 
DEA should authorize the former employee subsequently to work on a DEA 
contract. 

2. Require that AFP contract personnel who are former DOJ employees 

complete the required DEA Ethics Questionnaire and confirm that they have 
no conflicts of interest. 

3. Update its policy regarding personal services to reflect the increased 
interaction between employees and contractors, and require that employees 

regularly receive training regarding how best to manage contract personnel 
to avoid personal services. 

4. Ensure that AFP contractors develop and provide training to all contract 
personnel regarding the characteristics of personal services, and the rules for 

who may supervise and review their work on the task orders. 

5. Ensure that AFP contractors implement a standard method to:  (1) evaluate 
individual contract personnel work, and (2) share the results of such 
assessments with the DEA COR to enhance DEA task order oversight efforts. 

6. Establish a process to ensure that it properly assesses the qualifications of 

individuals proposed to provide contracted AFP services to ensure compliance 
with explicit contractual education requirements. 

7. Work with JMD to ensure that future AFP contract terms and line item 
numbers address potential travel costs incurred as a result of work 

performed away from the normal job site and implement controls to ensure 
that it properly identifies, segregates, and excludes unallowable costs from 
future AFP invoices. 

We recommend JMD: 

8. Assess the DEA’s level of involvement in the selection of task order workers 
hired by the contractors to determine if the DEA’s participation is 

appropriate. If JMD determines it is appropriate for DEA officials to continue 
having an extensive role in selecting contract personnel, we believe that the 

45 29 C.F.R. § 541.3(b)(1) (2016). 
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DEA should maintain the documents necessary to demonstrate, for each task 
order vacancy, why its officials selected a certain candidate over other AFP 

contractor candidates. 

9. Enhance its monitoring and procurement policies to avoid creating the 
appearance that AFP contractors perform prohibited personal services or 
inherently governmental functions. 

10. Advise agencies participating on the PACS and future AFP contracts that they 

must not exceed their authority by administering the task orders to procure 
prohibited personal services. 

11. Enhance its process for pre-award analysis to ensure that contracting officials 
review AFP bids for indications of potentially misclassified contract workers 

and, as appropriate, solicit guidance from the U.S. Department of Labor’s 
Wage and Hour Division on applicable labor laws and exemptions. 
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STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS 

As required by the Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as 

appropriate, internal controls significant within the context of our audit objectives. 
A deficiency in an internal control exists when the design or operation of a control 

does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their 
assigned functions, to timely prevent or detect:  (1) impairments to the 
effectiveness and efficiency of operations, (2) misstatements in financial or 

performance information, or (3) violations of laws and regulations. Our evaluation 
of the Justice Management Division, the Drug Enforcement Administration, 

Maximus, Inc., and Professional Risk Management, Inc., was not made for the 
purpose of providing assurance on its internal control structure as a whole. 
Management at the aforementioned components and contractor is responsible for 

the establishment and maintenance of internal controls. 

As noted in the Findings and Recommendations section of this report, we 
identified deficiencies in the components’ and contractors’ internal controls that are 
significant within the context of the audit objectives. Specifically, we found 

deficiencies in policies and procedures for contract administration and oversight at 
the DEA and JMD. These weaknesses in internal controls are detailed within our 

report and we believe the weaknesses should be addressed. 

Because we are not expressing an opinion on the internal control structure of 

these components and the contractor as a whole, this statement is intended solely 
for the information and use of the auditees. This restriction is not intended to limit 

the distribution of this report, which is a matter of public record. 
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STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE 

WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

As required by the Government Auditing Standards we tested, as appropriate 
given our audit scope and objectives, selected transactions, records, procedures, 

and practices, to obtain reasonable assurance that the Justice Management Division 
(JMD), the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Maximus, Inc. (Maximus), and 

Professional Risk Management, Inc. (PRM), management complied with federal laws 
and regulations, for which noncompliance, in our judgment, could have a material 
effect on the results of our audit.  Management at these components and the 

contractor are responsible for ensuring compliance with applicable federal laws and 
regulations. In planning our audit, we identified the following laws and regulations 

that concerned the operations of the auditees and that were significant within the 
context of the audit objectives: 

 29 C.F.R. § 4 (2016) 
 29 C.F.R. § 41 (2016) 

 29 C.F.R. § 779 (2016) 
 41 C.F.R. § 300-304 (2016) 
 18 U.S.C. § 207 (2016) 

 18 U.S.C. § 983 (2016) 
 28 U.S.C. § 524 (2016) 

 41 U.S.C. § 423 (2016) 
 Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), including: 

o FAR 1.6, Career Development, Contracting Authority, and 

Responsibilities 
o FAR 2.101, Definitions 

o FAR 4.8, Government Contract Files 
o FAR 7.5, Inherently Governmental Functions 

o FAR 15.402, Contract Pricing 
o FAR 16.601, Time and Materials Contracts 
o FAR 31.201-2, Determining Allowability 

o FAR 31.201-6, Accounting for Unallowable Costs 
o FAR 37.104, Personal Services Contracts 

o FAR 37.115, Uncompensated Overtime Employees. 

Our audit included examining, on a test basis, JMD, DEA, Maximus, and 

PRM’s compliance with the aforementioned laws and regulations that could have a 
material effect on JMD, DEA, Maximus, and PRM’s operations. We interviewed 

auditee personnel, assessed internal control procedures, examined procedural 
practices and accounting records. 

As noted in the Findings and Recommendations section of this report, we 
found that the DEA and JMD, did not have controls in place to ensure compliance 

with the FAR, C.F.R., and U.S.C.  Specifically, we noted deficiencies in the DEA and 
JMD’s policies and procedures governing contract and task order administration as 
well as oversight. This led to:  (1) the appearance of the award and performance of 
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prohibited personal services, (2) potential non-compliances with the FLSA and 
SCLS, (3) reimbursement of unallowable local travel costs, and (4) payment of 

unallowable hourly labor rates. 
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APPENDIX 1 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Objectives 

The objectives of our audit were to assess: (1) the adequacy of the Justice 

Management Division’s (JMD) and the Drug Enforcement Administration’s (DEA) 
administration and oversight of the Professional Assistance Contracts (PACS) and 

its task orders; (2) Maximus, Inc.’s (Maximus) compliance with the PACS and its 
task order terms and conditions as well as applicable laws and regulations; and 
(3) Maximus’s performance on the task orders, including financial management, 
monitoring, reporting, and progress toward meeting the contract goals and 
objectives. 

Scope and Methodology 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform 

the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for 
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the 

evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. 

This was an audit of Task Order DJD-08-59-14-D-001 and its extension, Task 
Order DJD-08-59-15-D-002, issued by the DEA, under PACS Number DJJ-08-C-

1659, awarded to Maximus by JMD. Our audit covered, but was not limited to, 
investigative services supporting the Asset Forfeiture Program (AFP) from 
October 1, 2013, through September 30, 2015, and included four entities: 

(1) JMD, the contracting office; (2) the DEA, the contracting agency; (3) Maximus, 
the prime contractor; and (4) Professional Risk Management, Inc. (PRM), the 

subcontractor. 

Contract Administration and Oversight 

To assess the adequacy of JMD and the DEA’s administration and oversight of 

the PACS and its task orders, we reviewed the memorandum that delegated 
procurement authority from JMD to DEA and gained an understanding of the 
division of responsibility between the two contracting components. In addition, we 

attended walkthroughs of the PACS and task orders proctored by contracting 
officials from JMD and the DEA to gain an understanding of the contractual 

oversight requirements and actual monitoring practices undertaken by the 
contracting components. We also reviewed the DEA’s internal policies and 
procedures that establish guidelines for proper supervision and interaction with 

contract personnel. 
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Interviews 

We conducted over 40 interviews of officials, supervisors, and contract 
personnel from the DEA, Maximus, and PRM in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan 

area and at 6 DEA field offices across the country. We interviewed the DEA 
Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) and 15 DEA employees who supervise 
the contract personnel. We also interviewed 2 Subject Matter Experts, 2 Junior 

Professionals, and 22 Senior Investigators, totaling 26 of 82 (over 30 percent) 
contract workers charging costs to the contract across the country. These 

interviews with DEA supervisors and contract personnel allowed us to obtain an 
understanding of the scope of work performed under the task orders as well as the 
internal controls incorporated in the monitoring processes implemented by the 

contracting components. Areas discussed included training, site visits, performance 
evaluations, and financial control activities. We subsequently performed further 

analysis based on risk areas identified during the interviews. 

Within the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, we interviewed all of the 

locally-contracted Subject Matter Experts, Junior Professionals, and Senior 
Investigators who worked on the task orders.46 We also interviewed the six DEA 

employees responsible for supervising the local contract personnel. 

For contract personnel outside of the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, we 
determined that a judgmental selection was the most appropriate method as the 
group of task order workers that we examined performed like tasks in the same 

type of environment. Specifically, the contracted Senior Investigators are 
responsible for providing identical investigative services under a DEA supervisor at 

DEA field offices around the country. We did not intend to project this sample to 
the universe of all contract personnel working on the audited task orders. We 
sought optimal universe coverage in terms of geographical location. We also took 

into account variation in the number of contract personnel assigned to each DEA 
office. We selected offices that had the greatest and least number of contract 

personnel to determine whether this impacted the extent and quality of oversight. 
We also considered the ratio of DEA supervisors to assigned contract personnel and 
interviewed a combination of individuals in offices with the highest and lowest 

ratios. Additionally, we selected offices in both high drug trafficking areas and 
areas with lower trafficking volumes, with the goal of including offices responsible 

for varying amounts of seizures and forfeitures. 

We conducted interviews of non-local contract personnel and their designated 

DEA supervisors at six DEA field offices: Chicago, New Orleans, New York City, 
Philadelphia, Seattle, and Tampa. Of the 59 Senior Investigators stationed outside 

of the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area, we interviewed 17 Senior Investigators 

46 There were two Subject Matter Experts, two Junior Professionals, and seven Senior 

Investigators assigned to DEA locations within the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. The Subject 
Matter Experts and Junior Professionals within the local area comprised the entire universe of contract 
workers assigned to those labor categories for the task orders under audit. 
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assigned to these 6 DEA offices. We also interviewed the 9 DEA employees 
responsible for supervising these non-local contract personnel. 

Billing 

To ensure compliance with contract and task order requirements for billings 
and payments, we assessed the adequacy of the DEA’s payments on monthly 
invoices that Maximus submitted. As part of our review, we tested whether 
Maximus and PRM used the appropriate negotiated hourly labor rate for contract 

personnel by job category. To gain further assurance of accurate billing, we 
reviewed the work history and education portions of the résumés for all contract 
personnel to determine whether each worker satisfied the mandatory education and 

experience requirements for each billable job category stipulated in the contract. 
From fiscal years 2014 through 2015, Maximus submitted 24 monthly invoices, 

totaling $128,657, to the DEA. We reviewed a judgmental selection of invoices for 
4 months, totaling $21,170, to test whether all costs Maximus submitted to the 
DEA for reimbursement were in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 

contract. We selected invoices from across the performance period of the task 
orders. We did not intend this sample to be projected to the universe of invoices 

submitted under the audited task orders. 

Personal Services 

To determine whether the DEA, JMD, and Maximus complied with the 

contractual and regulatory limitations on performing and procuring personal 
services, we designed procedures to gain an understanding of the nature, timing, 

and extent of the investigative services provided under the task orders. 
Specifically, we reviewed interviews of personnel from the DEA, JMD, Maximus, and 
PRM; announcements for federal employment opportunities similar to those 

performed under the task orders; and the DEA’s mission statement, strategic 
planning documents, and program area descriptions. We evaluated this information 

using the six descriptive elements prescribed in FAR 37.104(d), Personal Services 
Contracts. Those indicators were: (1) Contract performance occurs on site; 
(2) The federal government furnishes the principal tools and equipment used by 

contracted personnel; (3) Services are applied directly to the integral effort of 
agencies or an organizational subpart in furtherance of assigned function or 

mission; (4) Civil service personnel at the same or a similar federal agency provide 
comparable services that meet comparable needs; (5) The agency’s need for the 
contracted service can reasonably be expected to last beyond 1 year; and (6) The 

inherent nature of the contracted service reasonably requires directly or indirectly, 
government direction or supervision of contractor employees to protect the 

government’s interest, retain control of the function involved, or retain full personal 
responsibility for the function supported in a duly authorized federal officer or 
employee. We considered the six descriptive elements in aggregate to determine 

whether the work performed by the contract personnel was personal in nature. 
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Classification of Task Order Workers as Independent Contractors 

To conduct a preliminary assessment of whether Maximus and PRM complied 
with applicable labor laws, we reviewed the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), 

Service Contract Labor Standards (SCLS), and related prescriptive guidance from 
the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL). We additionally consulted with a labor expert 
from DOL regarding proper application of the labor laws and accompanying 

guidance. 

Using economic realities factors that, as summarized by the U.S. Department 
of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division (WHD) Administrator’s interpretive guidance, 
courts have analyzed for determining whether a worker is economically dependent 

on an employer (an employee) or is truly in business for him or herself (an 
independent contractor), we conducted a preliminary assessment of whether 

Maximus and PRM appear to have properly classified their contract personnel as 
independent contractors. We applied the economic realities factors to evaluate the 
employer-worker relationship between Maximus and PRM and the task order 

workers designated as independent contractors. More specifically, we:  
(1) analyzed the contract solicitation package, contractor’s management plan, and 
work statements; (2) assessed and verified the résumés of all 82 contract 
personnel who worked on the task orders; (3) reviewed the interviews of a cross-

section of DEA supervisors and contract personnel for information regarding 
training, policies and procedures, duties, timekeeping, and supervision; and 
(4) reviewed the consultant agreements for 66 of 82 task order workers.47 

Using evaluation factors for SCLS applicability from the DOL guidance, we:  

(1) reviewed the contract and its task orders for incorporation of the SCLS; 
(2) reviewed Maximus, PRM, and contracting component justifications for SCLS 
exemptions; and (3) conducted meetings with JMD contracting officials to discuss 

exclusion of the SCLS from the contract. 

Contractor Performance 

In order to assess the contractor’s performance on the task orders, we 

worked to identify any standards that the DEA and Maximus implemented to 
measure the overall success of the task orders in terms of meeting contract goals 

and objectives. We also sought and reviewed the results of any such performance 
evaluations. In addition, through interviews, we obtained the perspective of both 
DEA and contract personnel on the value of the audited task orders to the 

Department of Justice. 

To gain an understanding of the Maximus performance measurement 
processes, we requested the contractor’s policies and procedures related to 
financial management, subcontractor management, training, monitoring, and 

quality standards. We also reviewed the Contract Management Plan that Maximus 

47 Maximus and PRM were only able to provide 66 of 82 consultant agreements for its contract 
workers because it destroyed 16 agreements once the consultant separated from PRM. 
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submitted to JMD in its original proposal for the PACS. During our reviews of this 
material, we looked for indicators of standard evaluation criteria that established 

expectations for the contract personnel to meet satisfactorily contractual 
requirements, including performance reporting. During our interviews of personnel 

from the DEA, JMD, Maximus, and PRM, we inquired about any individual 
performance evaluations for contract personnel that the DEA or Maximus 
conducted, as well as any reassignments and dismissals related to misconduct or 

underperformance. We also reviewed examples of the performance assessments 
that the DEA Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR) conducted via e-mail to 

monitor the task orders. We reviewed the e-mails to determine whether the DEA 
COR provided guidance to the DEA supervisors responsible for evaluating the 
contract personnel, and whether the DEA applied uniform metrics consistently. In 

addition, we reviewed all Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System 
forms that the DEA COR completed for the task orders based on input from the DEA 

supervisor and the Maximus Program Manager. 
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APPENDIX 2 

DEA ASSET FORFEITURE PROGRAM TASK ORDERS TO 

MAXIMUS FEDERAL SERVICES, INC. 

Task Order From To Total Obligateda 

DJD085914D001 09/18/2013 11/25/2014 $13,331,251 

DJD085915D002 10/22/2014 01/13/2016 13,247,932 

DJJ08C5913T01 10/26/2012 01/28/2015 12,651,564 

DJD085916D001 09/28/2015 09/30/2016 12,560,129 

DJJ08C5912T01 10/01/2012 09/30/2012 12,157,414 

DJJ08C5911T02 10/28/2010 09/30/2011 10,762,574 

DJD085916D004 11/09/2016 03/31/2017 5,500,749 

DJJ08C5910T01 03/30/2010 09/30/2011 5,084,989 

DJJ08C5912T02 10/01/2012 01/8/2013 82,492 

DJD085916D002 10/27/2015 12/17/2015 1,088 

DJJ08C5912T03 10/01/2012 08/30/2012 402 

DJJ08C5911E05 01/31/2014 11/15/2014 0 

Total $85,380,583 

a Differences in totals are due to rounding. 

Source: Federal Procurement Data System as of March 31, 2017. 
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APPENDIX 3 

DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION’S 
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT48 
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48 Attachments referenced in this response were not included in this final report. 
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The Office ofSccuriry Programs (IS) insti tuted a prix:ess to cooduc1 suiwbiJity reviews of 
background ma1criul related to all individuals submiued for contract employee positions. 
including !'ask Force 011icers (TFOs). to de1en11ine whc1bc.r the individual has engaged in 
behavior dc"<Cmcd unacceptable for employment with DEA, lhc oflicc is currently codifying the 
pr<,ces, into u stund,ud operating procedure (!;01') and wiJI provide suppor1ing documemaiion 
upon completion. 

Recornrncudation 2. Require I hut AFP contrnct personnel who are former DO.) cmpl0)'CCS 
corn1ile1c the required DEA Ethics Questionnaire and confirm that they ha,·c no conflicts of 
in1crcs1. 

DEA RESl' ONS£ 

Db\ concurs ";th the recomJ11endation. In 2 () 13. the Office of Acquisition ru,d Relocation 
Management ( PA) implemented DEA clause ·'2R52.203-70 Former EJ11ploynwot or Assignment 
with the DEA." The clause required thal any prospective or current DEA contructor seeking 10 

employ• person who is currently a Dl.:A employee or has been employed by DEA. must ensure 
th91 the prospective employee completes a Contractor Ethics Questionoaire with submiual 10 the 
Contracting Ot1icer. The C<llttractor is prohibited from employi11g the prospective employee for 
work under the DEA co111ract until they have received wrillen appro,al. In addition, DEA issued 
a personnel policy \"\'hich requires individuals l(l receive pos1-employmern ethics training 
highligh1ing their responsibility 10 receive an ethics review to avoid potential conJ]kL'i of interest 
prior tu employment as a contrnctor on a DEA contracL In 2016. the Depanment or Justice 
(DOJ) update-cl Lhe ··DO.I Ethics I landbook ll,r On ,ind on:Dmy C'onduct .. and the '"Post 
employment rules which led 10 DEA issuilig ai, Acquisition Policy Letter: 2018-03 - Notice 
Regarding Employment or Curren1 or Fomier O1.:A Employees under DF.A Contracts. Blanket 
Purchase Agreomcnts and Orders. This policy requires all new service cont mets to include the 
DEA clause and c~tcnds the post•employmcn I period or review from 2 10 5 yeors. DliA ha> 
provided OIG supponfog documentation of1he polidC5 under separate cover. 

DEA requests that this recommendation be cl-osed upon issuance of the final repor1 as DE/\ has 
implemented processes nod updated policy to address former DEA employees who are 1hen 
employed as contract suppor1 personnel on contrncis awarded by DUA. 

Recommendation 3. Update•. its policy 1·egarding persorrnl scrvkes In reflect the increased 
in1cradion betwee.n employees rind conlrJctors, and require thnl employees regularly receive 
rraininJt rcganHng how ht~~• to manage cone.rad personnel to avoid personal senrk es. 

DEA RESPONSE 

DEA concur!- with this recommcadation. FA issued f1 brochure cnlilled the ··('on1ractor 
Personnel Quick Guide:· The brochure instrucL~ go"·crtuncn1 and contractor perso1mcl on t..hc
approprimc guidelines for maintaining a proper govcrnmenc-conlracLor relalionship, and 
es1ablishes best pracriccs for overseeing tnsks pcrfonncd by conlrncl personnel. llte referene.ed 
guide wil I be distributed on an annuol basis. Addilional ly. training has be~n provided to 
appropriate Government managers on how to manag~ their int..craclions wilh comrac, support 
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pc® nnd in a manner tha1 does nol c reme a persona l servic.:c envimnmcnt. The brochure has 
been pr(widcd 10 OICi under sepanne cover. 

DCA n.-quL·sts closure or this recommend~1ion upon issuance of thi: final n:porl as DE.A has 
instnH.:ted government and contractor personri.el on the appropriate guidelines for maintaining a 
pmJ)l'.r govcmment-conLrac tor relationshi p. 

Recommend ation 4. En sure that AFP contrncto rs devclor, and prOYide training to all contr:ttt 
p t rsonnel reg.arding t.he chilracteristics of ll crsonnl stn 1 kcs, ,rnd tbl' rules for who may 
sup1.•rvisc and n wiew their w ork on the task order$. 

l>EA RESl'ONS£ 

l"he DEA concurs wilh 1he recommendation. I he DEA l'rngrnm Office and F,\ will 111,:idilj the 
contract with the currem AFP Con1r'dChJr hi requir~ !raining on the charac te ristics of personal 
service conLracl$, and .:nsure 1he conlt"Jctor"~ stuff know$ who may supervise and review 1heir 
work. Upon completion, DE1\ will pro, ide OIG suppon ing documcn1111ion to close this 
recomm~ndntion. 

Re<"ommenda tion 5. Ensure that AFP contr11ctors im1>kme111 :,t s t'1tnda1rd method to: ( I) 
cvahrntc individu:ll cont·ract p ersonnel work . u nd (2) sb:erc the results or sm.·h assessments n•ilh 
the OEA COR 10 enhance DEA l:tsk order oversi,:ht t•fforls. 

OEA RESPONSE 

DEA c,mcurs with the reCQmmendaiion. DEA "ill ensure 1ha1 the AFP C'ontr:ic1or provides a 
mon1hly report 10 lite COR 1ha1 documems each indi,,id,u,l's conlribu1ions 10 1he overall 
co111rac1or's clforts so lliat the COR main1ain.s o, crsi(\ht or1hc comractor s perfonmmce. Upon 
completion of these w ks. DEA \\ill provide O IG supporting documentation 10 close lhis 
n.."Co1t1mcnda1ion. 

Rccommcnda rion 6. Establish a process to c.0 1, ure thiu it r>ropcrly assesses tht qualifications of 
indiv iduals proposed 10 provide confractcd AIFP sen•ices 10 ensure tompU:lntt wilh u:plicit 
contractual education r c<1uirc111cnrs. 

l>F.A RI\Sl'ONSE 

DEA-concurs ,,,ith the recommendation. Th~ Conlr-Jcting OOicc and Program OOice wi II revie,v 
the currem mclhodoloID' for npproving educa:tion waivers for each posilion and will updare its 
procedures as a pr,roprlate. Dl::A will document t.he a pprovnl of ecl,1cation waivers while 
\!nSuring conlractual standards nrc mel o.nd cOnl>istcntly applied across ~II t,'\sk orders. 
Supponing documcnrntion will ah;o be maintained for each waiver. Upon complelion of1hcsc. 
tasks~ DEA will provide OIG suppor1ing clocumcnuuion 10 c'Josc this recommendation. 

Reeommcodafion 7. \Vork with .JMD 10 ensure that future AF'P contn aN terms and line item 
numbers add ress potential travel coses incurred :ls a rcsuh of work perfor1:ot-d :H~'ny from the 
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norn1ul job site nnd implement controls to ens ure that it properly identifies. segregates. and 
excludes unallowable costs from fulure AFP i·nvoic:cs. 

DEA RESPONSE 

Db/\ concurs with lhe recommendation. DE.A hus issued a modification 10 the Statement of 
Work thni revises the con1rac1 language 10 more co1Tcctly describe the allowable and non
allowable local travel costs that are eligible for reimburseme111. ·n1is language clearly defines 
allov.'llble costs for work performed away from the nonnal job location and non-allowable travel 
such us transi1 to and from a conlractor· s place <>f residence to the nom1al work site. 
Additionally. the modification implements a control procedure that requires that all travel must 
be authorized in advance and submi11ed for approval 10 the COR. The modification has heen 
provided to OTG under separate cover. 

Based 011 this response and supporting documentation, DEA request closure of this 
reco,runcndnLion. 

1 hank you for the opponunity to respond and address the OIG's concerns. If you have any quesLions 
regarding this response. please contact DEA·s /\udjt Liaison Team on 202-307-8200. 
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APPENDIX 4 

JUSTICE MANAGEMENT DIVISION’S 
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT 

u.S. Ocpartmont of ,Justice 

Justice Management Division 

Asset Forfeiture Manageme111 Swjf 

WashinfW»t. D.C UJSJO 

.lanuary 26, 2018 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: JASON R. MALMSTORN 
ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDIT 
OFFICE OP ·rRE INSPECJ'OR GEN;JjAL // 

l' ROM: KENNETH A. ARNOLD 
DIRECTOR 

l(,tl {] (_;.,A/ 
(,._,A 

SUBJECT: Response 10 Office of lnspcctor General Draft Audit Report, Audit of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration's Asset Forfeiture Program Task Orders Awardod to 
Maximus, lnc:., for Financial Sl!rviccs 

The Department of Ju.~Lice (De1>artmenr), Justice Marulgemcnt Dfvision (JMD), Asset Forfeiture 
Management Staff (AFMS) bas reviewed the Office oflhc Inspector General's (OIG's) Draft 
Audit Report - Audit of lhe Drug Enforcement Admillistnuion's Asset Forfeiture Program Task 
Orders Awarded to Ma.ximus, Inc .. for Financial Services (Report). 1ne Report identifies 11 
recommendations, of which 4 (Recommendations 8 - 11) apply 10 JMD AFMS. As explained 
below, JMP AFMS agrees with the Report's findings and conoors with the recommendations.' 
The following is brief summary of steps JMD has undertaken or will undertake 10 implement 
them. 

1 However, as written. we believe .some. of tbG repOn. langun.gc gives ll1c misimpression tl1at tl1c 
Department u11knowiogly accepted coutni.ct services t"rom two Subje<:t Motter Experts who did not meet 
minimum qualification requirements under tl1e co11traCL 1"his is inac~uratc. For exnmple, page 5 of the 
draft report sratcs "OBA :.i.pproved nod paid Invoices., .for two contract ~nnel who did nol meet 
specific ... labor category req1,1iremc.nts" nnd the draft report conclud~ these payments effectively 
amounted to poymcnl of"• premium" lhat "placed the jl¢Vemment nt unnec.,ss.ary risk." We disagree 
with Ibis characterization, especially as Juid out in the summary narrative of lhc; .. Audll Re;sultsTI section at 
1hc very beginning of the drafi rcpon. N 11otcd much later on.pogc 20 of the draft report, "(the contractor] 
was transparent about the fact 1ha1 it• [two] Subject Matter l\xpertS lacked Master's Degrees, and ... OEA 
approved these individunls l() serve ns Subject Matter Expc-r1.-s knowing that each lacked a Master's 
degree ... The contract expressly ollowed DBA to 11eca:pt Lhose services from Subject Mauer Bxpens 
without Ma$tcr's Degrees if other factors, such as equivalcm experience, qualified as: an adequate 
substitute for the educational requlrcment. This is a common practice in all govcmment hirin& whether 
fedcr.aJ or contracior personnel. iu1d 1hat was the situation here. The only issue is whether tho 
GovemmQnt's knowing ouceptnnce of those substitute qualifications was sufficienlly docume11tcd. 
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Jleconuncndntinn R: The Report recommends that JMD assess the level of involvement 
in the selection of u,sk order workers bi red by the-contractors to detennine if DEA 's 
participation is appropriate and, if JMU detem1ine:s it is appropriate for DEA officials to continue 
having ao extensive role in selecting contractor personnel, it should ensure that DEA maintain 
the documents necessary lO demonstrate why its officials selected a certain candidate over other 
Asset Forfeiture Program (Al'P) contractor candidates. JMD AFMS will increase its efforts in 
assessing and coordinating with DEA, .including the dissemination of applicable training and 
reference lllltterials regarding the appropriate role -Of DEA in the selection of staff hired by 
contractors, and Lhe need to maintain any reJevao.t selection and recommcndaLion documents. 

Rccomn,endation 9: The Report recommends that JMD enhance its monilOring and 
procurement policies to avoid creating the appearance that APP contractors perform prohibiled 
personal services or inherently governmental functions. JMD AFMS and JMD Procurement 
Services Siaff (PSS) will increase its efforts in coordinating on a routine basis with customers 
utilizing its contracts and contractors to prevent, and if necessary correct, situations that may 
create the appearance of' AFP contractors perfomrlng prohibited personal scrviees or inherently 
governmental functions. Such coordination includes the dissemination of applicable training and 
reference materials, as well as regular site visiLs by the JMD Contrdcting Officer (CO) and CO's 
Representative (COR). 

Rccommcndotion I 0: The Report recommends that JMD advise agencies participating 
on the PACS and future APP contracts Uun they must not exceed their authority by administering 
the ta5k orders to procure prohibited personal ser\'ices. JMD AFMS will increase its offortS in 
coordinating on a roul:ioe basis with customers utilizing its contracts U> ensure Ibey are fully 
advised of the prohibition against exceeding U1cir authority by administering task orders to 
procure prohibited personal services. Such coordination and advice will include the 
dissemination of applicable training and reference materials. 

Recommendation 11: The Report recommends d1at JMD enhance its process for pre
award analysis to ensure that contracting officials review AFP bids for indications of potentially 
misclassified contract workers and, as appropriate, solicit Department of Labor, Wage and Hour 
Division (WHO), guidance on applicable labor laws and exemptions. JMD AFMS, in 
conjunction with the JMD PSS, wiU increase its pre-award analysis efforts 10 ensure that 
contracting officials review AFP bids for indications of potentially misclassified contract 
workers and, as appropriate, solicit WHD b'llidance on applicable labor laws and exemptions. 

J!VID appreciates the 0PP-Orlunity to comment on the OIG's Draft Report. We also appreciate the 
time and effort of the OIG Audit Staff in ils review of the Department's AFJ>. We believe that 
the implementation of these rcC6mmendalions will improve the AFP. Should you 
have any questions regarding this topic, including JMD's comments, please do not hesitate to 
contact Richard Theis, Department of Justice. Audit Liaison, on (202} 514-0469 
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APPENDIX 5 

MAXIMUS FEDERAL SERVICES, INC.’S 
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT AUDIT REPORT49 

14, 2018 VI em I 

nt of Justa 
e lnsp or Gelle 

W sh ngton Re ioni.11 A\Jdit Office 

R : Draft udlt eport - Drue E.nfor~m n1 AdminLStr.rtlon's (•DEA•) An t Forf , u~ Program T k 
Ord rs Awarded o MAJCIMUS d ral 54.'MCrs, I ( .. MAXIMUS"I fo r nandal Inv lgi.ltlv 

rvlces 

Der -

MAXIMUS 

wlU, some ofthe analysis in U1e O ft Audit R pon. W 
sm nts In good 11 we sJmply disa r on som pom of 

A. CLASSIFICATION Of CONTRACTOR PERSONN£l AS INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS 

MAXIM US disa~es with the su estion that Contr.mor P r on 11 m y not h II been property 
etas ifi d as Independent contractors.1 The case hat the Inv s igators w r propcrl c ssl d a 
ndep ndenl con ractors is summarized b low. 

1 We und rstand th.it l~ urrent con ctor has lected o hir mploy s r tl"M!r th n re t In 
Independent con rac; rs for most ofthe ln11ut tor T at el ct.Ion Is not dispositille. W 

current con ctor m de I h chiln e pr m rlly as a custom r ccommod ton ID DEA 
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49 Attachments to this response were not included in this final report. 
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1. The Investigators ate Fair Li1bOt Stand,rds Act ("'FL.SA'") Exempt Personnel 

Thes.t investigators are htghly $killed and experienced. M any of them ate. fom'let DEA agents and 
officials. They all have l:)acheJor"$ degrees and have cons:lderab~ investigative experience, Many such 
Investigators wortc as lndependent contractors in the commercial matUtplact as private 
lnv~stlgators. A$ an occupational group, these investigatots Include ma.ny Independent contractors. 
While not controHlng, these lndustl"'( practices are informative and relevant to the question of 
whether the lnvtstlg.ators were properly' t lasSlfied as independent conlractors. 

The OEA prime conITTct for the$e exempt professional services Is evidence of this gene.raJ market 
condftiQn. The contract does not tnd udt~ the Service Contract Act ("SCA") prev,lling wage 
requirements. presumably because the t;ontracting agency a-greed that the work was pttndpaUy for 
e>tempt setvices and thus wets exempt from the SCA. There Is no SCA wage determination attached 
to tile contract. The DEA a ause Matrll( 1ror Award Ag.tlnst Multiple Award StheduJe Contracts 
(7/25/2014) has a block to chec~ for the clau,e at DEA·2852.2ll-70 APPUCABLE WAGE 
DETERMINATION (SERVICE CONTRACT ACT STANDARDS (JUNE 2014), That blool< wa, not checked in 
the two DEAAFISS task orders we reviewed ind the @bles for appUcable Wage Oetenninatlons were 
left blank. 

Employees that are exempt from the SCA are also exempt from the FtSA minimum wage a nd 
overtime requite.me-nts. The whlte-colla1r exemption$ in the two laws are exactly th~ same. Thus, if 
these investigators qualify as executive, administrative, ot professional exempt personnel, they are 
exernpt from both the SCA and the HSA. 

The Office of Pe.rSOnne.l Management (''OPM") has determined that these kinds of lnvestlgatol'S a,e 
exempt from the Fl.SA when working in-house for the U.S. Government. See. OPM Oedsk>n No. F-
1810·12-01 from June 26, 2001, which confirms thf! exempt das.sification of invest igator work. 

The investJgators used on this OEA contract are exempt execu11ve·s and thus exempt from tht Fl.SA~ 
TM test for exempt executive's states: 

The term "employee employed in a bona ftde: executtve capacity"' in section U(a){l t 
of the Act also Includes any employee who owns at le~sc a bona fide 20-percent 
equity lntetest in the e-nte-rprise im which the employe:e is employed, regardJess of 
whether the business is a corporaite or other type of organlz:ation, and who is 
actively engagtd In its management. 29 CFA § 541.101. 

Notably, •business owners" need not be· paid on a salary basis to be exempt. They CDn be paid by the 
hour. Id. 

Here, the invesUsators at Issue are '"business owners." They are not economicalty dependent Oil 

MAXIM US or PRM, They are free to provide their services to any person ororganlzation they wish. 
As expre$sly stated in 29 CFR § 541.101, che business owner exemption is available "regardless or 
whtthtt the busfness is a corporate or c•ther type of organization." Id. An unlneorporat'ed sole 
proprietorship satisfies the definition of a business for this purpose. All that is required i$ that the 
business owner n1anase:s his business. Here, the lnve.stigators obviously do that. 

and DOJ to eliminate further dlsa.gre4~meol, not bee.ause they agreed with the suggesUons in the 
Draft Audit Report, 

18'91 METRO CENTER 0~1\1£ I ~ESTON, \I\RGINIA·:t0190 1 703.251.8500 I 700.251.82~ FAX I M'M'.IAAXIMUS.COM 
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ro recap: {i) the government contract itself has determined that the investigator5, are exempt 
perionnel; (ii) investigators have been determined by OPM to be an exempt occupation; (iii) these 
are very skUled, weli.trained Investigators; and (iv} the Contractor PersonneJ retained here as 
Independent contractors manage their own businesses and can wof'k for multiple employers. 
Accordlngty, they are executive exempt: personnel. 

2. The 01-$$ification of lnvtstlgatOf'S as tnd~pend~nt Contractors was Proper 

It Is not unus·uaf that subcontractors, including individual sole proprietors, are working on this 
contract. Government contrnctots often hire independent contractors to perform services on 
government contracts and iL tS a ra~ g<>vernment contract that does not involve some kind of lower• 
tier independent contractor (I.e., subconuactors) furnishing services. As to the das.sificatlon of 
Contractor Personnel as Independent oonttactors, the Draft Audit report indicates that vour analysis 
relied heavfly on the various prov)slons tn the contracts with the independent contractors. We 
address these provisions In turn. 

o. The Conflicts of Interest Clause• is Not Relevant to the Cla.ss(flcotlon of 11,vestlgotors 

MAXIMUS revie,wed the language in tho one independent contractor agrerment that PR.M provided 
and in a PRM contract form lhat we had in our ·files. The Draft Audit Report mlslnterptets the 
Confllcts of Interest dause and the nature o f the a.greement itsetf. 

The relevant conflicts of interest clause actually addres5.es only three narrow categories in which the 
Independent contractor's freedom to 1A•ort for others Is restricted. See below. 

Conflicts of Interest, The lndepenOe.nt Contractor warrants al\d represents that (i} the work 
hereunder will not create an accual or apparent conflict of lnterest with any oth.erwork he or she 
might perform, (ii) the lnclependen1t Contractor ls oot presently subject to any agreement with a 
competitor or potential competitor of PRM or with anv othe-r party that will prevent the 
lnd~pa.ndent Contractor from perfo,rming In full accord with this agreemem and (iii) the 
Independent Contractor is not subj•~ to any statute, regulation, ordinance or rule that will limft 
hi~ or h~r abitlry to t,t!ffOfm the obHgations under this agreement. Th~ paf'tles ag,ee thal ihe 
lndependenL contractor shall be fme to acceot other worlc. durinf! the term hereof· provided 
however th.at sut h other worit shall not Interfere wJtb the provjslon or servkes hereunder and 
further provided th31. without the prior consent pf PRM the Independent Contractor shall not 
accept other work with any compe1:itor pf PRM that creates a conflkt Qf Interest With PRM. 
(Underl1ning supplied.} 

Thts is standard language in any arms--lE:ngth contract between indeptmdent entitles. The operative 
~ngl.fage affirmatlvety states th.at the •(independent Contractor shall be free to acc~pt other work 
during the term .... » The only exception:s are for WOtk that either interferes with the provlstOn of 
services to l'RM or(reates a conRict of Interest with PRM. The Jaw does not favor restrictions on 
competition and rourlS are loath LO enforce them. These particular exceptions are narrowly drawn 
and would be narrowly enforced by the courts. lnterfe,ence with the provision of services would 
require that the independent contractor's wofk for others diverts essential resources from the ttmely 
completion of the Independent contracto('s work for PRM. A conffkt of interest would require mote 
1han mere competlOon, It must be a tangible conflict of interest, such as, a contract with a third 
party for independent validation and veirifkation of the work the oont-ractor dkf for PRM. It Is not a 
broad restriction on competltk>n with P RM or on contracting to provide services to other customers. 
This is consistent with Federal Acquisition Regulations ("FAR"t restric.tions on o·rganlzational conflicts 
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of interest f'OCI") that are appllcable M the woric. done by PRM and MAXIMUS under the prime 
contract. These fAR OCI recstrictions apply to the independent contracto,s by law- at least insofar as 
the confficts involved work for the fedei~I govemmenL 

The use of covenants not to compete between contractors and subcontractors Is an ordlnary,,cmd 
regular busl.ness practice. The FAR reo ,gni-zes this fact and imposes flmlts on the right of prime 
oontractors to restrict their subcontractors. See FAR S2.203-6 • Restrictions on S1.1bcontroctor Sale! to 
the Govemmenr. The FAR clause only restrkts ltmits on sales of "Items or process (indudfng 
computer software) ...... Id. It doesn't , ·estrict non..com,pete provisions on services. The d auU! states 
"this clause does not preclude the con·tractor from asserting rights that are otherwise authoflted by 
law or regulation." Id, Contrary to thf? as.sertion In the Draft Audit Report, the use of th~se kinds of 
covenants in servic:e subcontracts Is permissible.. In no Cilse is the u5e of such rMtrictM contractual 
language deemed to be evidence that lthe s.ubcontractor is anything other th.in an independent 
contractor. It is irrelevant to the legal iissue of wtiether the subcontractor is a bona fide Independent 
contractor. If th~ conflicts of Interest Jtrovision contnl)uted to the stated concern that Contractor 
Personoel may not have been property classified as independ~t contractors, that concern is 
unfounded and unsupported by the applicable law. The degriMi of control e)[pressed in the provision 
ls ve(Y limited and does not adversely affect the classification of the Contractor Personnel as 
Independent contractors. 

b. The SI~ Factor Common U!•w Tt'St f:J Rel.eYonr to Proper Classifkot;on of Contractor 
Ptrsonne, 

In determining whether a worker is an employee or an Independent contractor under-the Fair labor 
Standards Actf courts consider the "'eC1>nornlc realities-" of the relatJooship between the worker and 
employer. Stt Schultz v. Copffol Int'/ s,.c., Inc., 466 F.3<1 298, 304 (4th Cir. 2006}. Speciflcally, courts 
wm look at •whether the worker ' iS economically dependent on the business to whk:h he re.nder·s 
service or is, ~s a matter of economic I reality), In business for himself."• See ;d. (citation omitted}. In 
conducting this analysis, courts have dievek>ped a six-factor test: 

(l} The degree of control th.at the put,atlve employer has over the manner in whlch the work 

is performed; 
(2} The worker's oppor1Unltle:, for profit or loss dependent on his managerlal sklll; 
(3} The worker's investment hl equipment or material, or his employment of other workers; 
(4t lhe degree of slim requlre1~ for the work; 
{S) The permanence of the wuri(;ing rel'at ionship; and 
{6) The degree to which the 51~rvic:es rendered are an fntegral part of the putative empk>yer's 

buslness. 

See ld,
1 

at 304-0S; see olso waae and Hour OMsion (WHO) Fac.t Sheet 13: Am I an Employee?: 
Employment Relationship Under th~ F,alr Labor Standards Act IFI.SA}, avoiloble at 
h\tps:/Jwww,doLgov/whd/regs/compliance/l,vhdfs13.htm ~"WHO F"t Sheet"). 

We re:spectfulty submit that the investigator positions satlsfy this test, 

Rr:st, the sample independent contr.Jc:tor agreemen.t we ptovlded reveals much more th.at is relevant 
10 a fair and proper classi:fic:ation of Co,ntractor Personnel as independent contractors. This particular 
contract ls written between PRM and ii separate legal entity, a limited liability company with its own 
Federal Tax IO Number. We haven•t d,one a full review of all of these contracts, but a number of 
others are contracts between separam legal entities, such as, limited liability companies or 
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corporatlons,3 Legally, It does not matter that some individuals entered 1.nto these contracts a:s. sole 
proprietorships .. As noted above. th@v ,ate entitled to do that under the applicable law and they can 
still take deductions from their taxes for business re-lated expenses. 

Second, the sample independent contractor agreement follows all of the formalities one would 
expect for a contract with independent contractors, such as, but not llmlted to: 

• Invoicing as ii condition for payment 
• Statement of status or both parties a.s independent contractors 
• Termination if the prim1e contract ls terminated or if tile prime cont factor dlrec.ts 

termination of the conitractor's services flhese terms are not usual to employment 
contracts) 

• Fofmal Change Orders 
• Warranty of Perfom1an1ce 
• ~signment of intellectual property rights fThis is not necessary In an employment 

relilltionship. Under the• Copyright Ac.t, works created by an employee for an 
employer bektng to thE~ employer a-s "works made for hire." No contract term Is 
required.] 

• Indemnification by the Independent Contractot 
• Compliance 
• Notices 
• Records and 1nspection1 

Third, these terms are entirety inconsis!!fnt with an employment relationship. To paraphr•se an okt 
aphorism- ff it looks like an lndepende,nt contl'lllCtOI' 3Breement and it says i t's an independent 
contractor agreement. It Is an lndep~nclent contractor agceement. 

c. The Six Factor Test Clea rly Favors Classlflct.rtlon os Independent Contractors 

We are not going to parse all six factors, ot· the test. but we do want to make a few points about the 
Independent contractor agreements. 

Regarding the degree of conttol, please, note th~t these investigators exercised considerable scope of 
discretion and independent Judgment. Please l'evlew the sample DEA Form 19 we provided for a 
senior investigator, who was certalnly , 1erforming high level duties duri:ng this travel since the 
Requisition says he is "accompanying casf agent to ml?et AFMLS Attorney in Las Vegas, NV and to 
assist in interview of IRS Revenue Age nit." The lnvesrlgatol' worked dos.etv with the customer 
apptyfng his spec.iatlzed knowledge, ancl completely conuolllng hls own wotk. There is little 
contractor supervisjon, if any. In fact, the only way th.at PR.M or MA.XIMUS would be involved is if the 
DEA customer raised an Issue about thEt quality of the work. The essence or the independent 

Acco,dlng to the inrormatlon PRM hd)S provid~ to u.s for calendar year 2014, 24 o f 8S 
Independent contractors were contl'acted with PRM as corporations or limited liability companies. 
We have not Independently verified this information, but we have no reason to believe it i:s, 
incorrect. 
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contractor test is the right of control. l hese Investigators worked autonomoustv, reported directly to 
the Government customers, and are not: under the exclU5ive control of MAXlMUS ot PRM, 4 

Tho scope of work for the independent 1:ontractor agreem@nts provides that &ulx:ontractOC'$ will 
"klentifv appropr~re financ:lal invMtlplt1vc technlqu~-s .... • That conffrms use of distretion on the part 
of the subcontracto,, not control by PRM or MA-XI MUS. The agreements also pr'Ovide that the 
subcontractor will •conduct financial im•estigations.." It doe:s not provkle speclfks as to how thO$C 
Investigations wm be c·arried out. That Is foft to the dl.scretlon of the rndepelldent conlrador. The 
fndepe.nde.nl Conuactot Agre-ement Exhrlbits state: 

conducting flni\ndal lnvestigati!ons 
Subcontntctor will conduct financial Investigations for OEA to help eMure optimum benefits 
from the s:itategk use of fol'felt,ure as a law enforcement tool. The Subcontractor will 
conduct comprehensive financi,11 anatvses of the ta(gets of investlgations and will prov)de 
case specific advice and guldM<:e and Identify appropriate fi nanctal investigative techniques 
for use in cases of the DEA, enalt>ling OEA to maxim us enforcement and use of forfeiture 
authorities availab~ under tile law. 

The scope of WQ~ a lso states the s-ubco ntractor will assist In preparing financial investigative reports, 
but agai", does not provide sp~ fte.s beayond: 

All reports and other documentation prepared as may be required will be pro,pared In such a 
manner as to make the information easily undetstood and the con-dustons that can be drawn 
from them readily apparenL 

Tf,e ind~p~nd~nt contractors are free to do their work within the general st0pe of the sow as thev 
deem appropriate. 

Regardlns the independent contractorsu investment In equipment or material, this factor does not 
apply to this case. eecau~ of the? sensNIVe and classified nature of the work, the work had to be 
performed io secure government facilities using appropriate secure govemment systems. The 
Investigators were not given the opportunity to work with their own equipment or faC::itities. Multiple 
courts have found that when the govenmlent provides equlpm-ent or facilities, as oppostd to a 
contractor ptovldlng Its own equipmen1; 41nd facilities, that c:mangement weighs In favor of an 
rndependent c;ontractor relationship. St~e,. .e.g., Gt111rilovk v. Worldwide t ong110ge Reso<Jrces, Inc., 441 
f. Supp. 2d 163, 175-76 (D. Me. 2006). 

Regarding the degree of &1<111, the lndepi~ndent contractor agreement e,cpfld tly r-ecognizes the 
•spe-ciat skill '" and "expe-n.ise" needed te1 pe,fonn the c:onttact: 

• ft appears that the Draft Audit Rtpo1t may have unconsciously attrlbuted the alleged excessive 
control exercised by some govern,m:nt customer personnel over some of the lnvntlgators to the 
ptlme contractors·. This-ts not appn:,priate. The government is not an agent of the prime 
contractors. To the extent the goverM'lent actually did exercise too mu-ch control over Contractor 
Per-sonnet, that ls e:xcluslvely an 1s.su•~ for the government under its persol\al servke-s rules. The 
government's 1ctivities cannot be attributed to the- prime contractors-for purposes of determining 
die proper claSSiflcatlon of COntrac.tor Pe,sonnet as irw:tepe-ndent contn,ctor$. 
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Standard of Performance-. 11,dependent Contractors warrants and repre$ents that he or 
she possess lhe special skill and profession.al competence, expertise, and experience to 
undertake the obligations imposed bv this agreement 

The agreement also provides tile sc.ope· of work for the subcontrac.tors. It dearly requires skill and 
.specialized knowledge, incfuding cond1.HCllng flnanclal investigations, preparing reports on those 
Investigations, and conducting reviews to assi.st in kientifying assets subject to forfeiture. 

Regarding the ~tmanence of the working retatlonship, the independent contractor agreement 
Includes the following; 

!um, This agreement shall be effective as of April J, 2016 and shall continue until 
September 30, 2016 unles-s m\rlier terminated as provided in paragraphs below. PRM 
s.hafl have the. option to extEind the agreement yearly begfnning each October 1 't. Notice 
of the d@dsion will be sent to the Independent Contractor prior to October 1\1 each year 

Also note th.at either party can termina·te the contract for-convenience w ith 30 days written notice. 

Most important of all, the ag,eement provides that the parties agree that the Independent 
contractor can accept other work (as lo ng as there is no conflict of Interest). See, the dis,ussion 
above at A.2.a (noting "the parties agme th.at the Independent Contractor shall be free to accept 
other work during the term hereoL."}. The invesligators are free agents and can and do work for 
others, 

d. DOL Polley for Closslflcark>.n of lnde~ ndent Controctors has ChangN 

We presume that the IG Rrullngs arise, :1t 'east In paft.i from the Obama~era Oepartment of Labor 
(*OOL .. ) emphasis on sever-ely limiting tile use ot the independent c:onttactor classification, OOL 
issued Admfnlstrato-t's Interpretation No. 2015·1 with policy guidance by means of a July 15, 2015 
memorandum to pttve.nt businesses from classifying workers as Independent contractors. 
Aggfesslve DCL enforcement actions ensued. 

The DOL Administrator's Interpretation No. 2015-1 was recently withdrawn. On Of about June 'l, 
2017, OOL removed that polky ftom Its website and announ,c;ed that: 

*The Oepartme.nt of l abor's 2015 and 2016 Informal guidance on joint emp~oyment and 
Independent contractors were tNithdrawn effective Jul\e 1, 2017. Removal of the two 
administrator interpretations dioes not change the legal respons;lbiUttes of employers under 
the Fair Labor Standards Act or Migrant and Seasonal Agdc.ultural Worter Protection Act, as 
reflected in the Department's long-standing regulations and case taw. The Department wru 
continue to fully <1nd fairly enforce all laws withln its jurisdiction including the Fair Labor 
Standards Act and the Migrant :and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act. 

httPSi//www,dol.gov/whd/oplnion/adn,inlntrprtnflSA,htmt.-foot, There is -a new fegime In charge of 
OOL, and the okJ enforce.ment policies ~ire withdrawn. Refiance on the prior enforcement sc:heme fo, 
this IG finding woutd be unsupport'ed. 
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e. Ofh(rr Factors 

The Draft Aocllt Report addresses five ot he, facto($ to support i ts suggestions lhat the investiptors 
may not have been properly classmed a:; Independent contl13ctors. See Draft Audit Report at page 
24. We briefly address each of these p()SSible indicja of empk>ymt1'1t below In italics .• 

(1) Pakl them a fixed hourly rate. 
Independent tontroctors are firequentJy poid o fi1<ed hourly rote, porticulorly for professi0110I 
services such os those soCJght ,by AFISS--tflot dMSn't moke the Independent controctO/'$ 
employees. Indeed, the FAR hos a whole section devoted to these types of contracts. S~e, 
FAR 16.6 Time•ond-Mattrlols, Labor-Hour, and letterControc1s. These payment cerms are 
as common Independent contractor agreements of oil kinds. 

(2) Precluded investigators from worktng for ott\er clients or hiring is$iS.tints or subcontracto, s 
to help fulfill task O<der dudes. without Ma)(,imu.s o r PRM approval. 

The tomrocc ocwolly states-tli•ot the independent contractors ore jree to accept other 
work ... 11 with very limited exc~ptJons.. The onci~ossignment clause i$ lncJCJded ;n virtually 
every 1ubtonttoct. See the discussion otwve Qt A.2.o. It p,events th~ assignment of the 
work to others withot1t tile opprovoJ of the prim~ totUtocror. This Is absoJvceJy eS$entlof 
because the prime contrMOt is lttgolly responsible to the agency for proper completion of 
the work In oct ordot1ce with tibe prime contrort. The prime contractor musl ensure that 
the comroctors Ofld personn.el' performing the wMk hove the professional q1Jnli{Katlons1 the 
clearances, are legally avoifobtt to do the worlc {t·IH!rify, fl{J conflicts of interest. no 
deborme11t.s of suspensions, e1tc,)1 and thot any lthver-Cier subtonttoccs apply the 
oppropriote prime contruct terms and terms required by low. Both of these clauses ore 
commonly induded in mo.st wmmerdol and govemmenr contracts. Neither js common in 
contracts of employment. En1ployees work/or their employerS and so work for others is 
not on issue. Employees hove no right to assign their employer's worl< to other$ so that is 
not on issue either. Both ore Issues when o ccmpcmy contracts for service with on 
lnM~ndttU contractors and iboth mw-t be oddre1sed In tht lnde~ndent contractor 
ogreemenr. 

(3) ExpreS,Sly required that th!y relinquish rights to any work products, proprietary invention.s., 
dlscove.rie.s, coocepts, and me:thods that come into existence during th!? contrac.t period. 

An ownership clovs.e js lncluchid in virtually every mo~m subc.onttoct. Prime contractors 
mvst Include these cloU'Se.5 co tompty with various prime contract douses addressing the 
wstomer's ownership intere.s1;s and license rights in materials developed under the prime 
contract. tn fort, this is o muc'.h better indicator of on Independent contractor relationship 
than on employmeM relotjott!.hlp. Under the Copyright Act~ worlc. by empfoyttt!'S is a ,.wOfk 
mode for hire" ond Is owned t,y the employer as o matter of low. No separate agreement 
or douse Is required to tronifm owne,sh/p from the employee to the emplo>·er. 

(4) Required that they perform work at O£A facilities during normal workday hours 

Thfs requirement Is reloted .solety to the government's need to prottct se11Sftlve classified 
Information. If ff we.re not for this govttn.ment requirement, the wort would /love been 
dOfle in the inrJependenr cont1"0Ctor's focllitje.s. 
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{S) Not SOiicit or hire other Maxi mus orPRM contract p~rsonnel for 2 year's without wrrtten 
conient from Maximus and F1RM. 

A non-sollcltatl0t1 clause is v.i:ry common in contracts and subcontracts. Companies Invest a 
greor dttil In hiring, training, and placing employees and in ide11t1/y/ng and bullding 
commerclol relotlottS:hlps with subcontroctOl'S and vendors who are rel/able. They protect 
tho·t Jnvts:tmtflt by imposing limit'ed time, place, and drcumstance prohfbitk>ns (}II 

solidtol'IOII of personnel or thieir vendors and s.ubcontrtlCtors. These clauses protect a 
/egl clmore businen interest n111d prevent competltorsfrom abusing the relationship wich o 
(Jt'lme c:on(roctor. These clovses also old in llmltlng personnel turnover tho: can disrupt the 
pflme con trod work. 

In sum, these five factors cfo not provide any rational bases from which to classify Contractor 
Person net as employees. They are entl refy consistent with independent contractor relationships. 

8 , DEA W1lver of the Oeg:ree Requirements for Subject Matter bperts {"SM Es") 

The Ota ft Audit Report defines "waJVer" too narrowly. The te.(m .. waiver," can refer to the document 
that p(ovide.s the waiver, lwt waiver ah;o refers to the actual waiving, of contract requirements.. It ls 
wtll established that s.uch waivers of contract requi,ements can be e ither expre,s or implied. 

"Waiver oonsists of a voluntary and intentional relinqu:ishment of a known right." Che(okee 
Nation v, United States, 174 Cl.Ci.131, 355 F.2d 945, 950 !1966) (citations omitted). Waiver 
mt1y be either exp,ess or lmpUtcf .. see, e.g., Am. Afrlines, Inc.. v. United States, 77 Fed.a. 672, 
681 (2007) ("'AwaTver need not be expreS$, but may be inferred from a pattern of conduct.") 
(citations omitJed), affd, SSJ U,d 1294 (F<,d.Clr.2008), 

Based on the inform:ition provide in th1~ Oraft Audit Report, th~re Is no question that the DEA 
kn-owtngty waived the. requirement for ,iJ master's degree fat the two SM E's. The DEA admits It was 
on notice that the two individuals did not have master's degteM and were being submitted for the 
SME positions at a much higher rate than the Senior lnvestigato( positiOns forwhidl they woukl also 
qualify. DEA approved theie personne I for the positions. If DEA was unwiJrlng to accept these 
individuals for these positions because of the missing mastet'S degrees, DEA should have rejected 
them and stated the reasons for the rejection. In approving these individuals for the position. DEA 
both eJC;pre$s}y and impliedly waived th,~ requirement for a master's degree. Were DEA now to 
change its mind, it would prejudice MAXIMUS. MAXIMUS relied on the OEA's knowing approval to 
contract for these $pecific individua1s au a higher rate and has paid for these individuals' profession.al 
sewices at the higher rate. MAXIM US cannot now r~er those payments. If DEA had rejected the 
individuals., then MAXIM US could have sought other qualifled lndMduals for the SME positions or the 
parties might have reached some other accommodation. DEA didn't reject these two candld.tte.s so 
the partie-s. never ev-en discussed pos.sltile .alternative contractual agreements. The fact lhat the-1e 
lndMduals might have qualified for Senior IMestigator posit.ions at a Sower rate is Irrelevant. first, 
because DEA did not reject these lndMduals for the SME positions. the parties have no way of 
knowing if thes.e i'ndivlduals would havt!agreed to work at the lower rates. In many cases, very 
senior individuals will not agree to do that for a vttriety of rea:sons, not the least of which are (l) a 
desire to be compensated faltly for th~ very high level of skills, eJQ>erience, and qualifications they 
bring to the bargained exchange, and {LI} avoid reducing future rate or compensation by St!tdng a 
lower bar for potential future customers. Second, for an practical purposes OEA's approval 
terminated the possiblUty of filling thesie positions with any penonnel in the Senior lnv~stigator 
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catcgo(Y. Had DEA iSked we mightha>11~ done so, but DEA did not ask. The parties can.not go back 
now and wonder what they might have agreed to od. MAXI MUS and PRM rel~d on O£A1s approval 
and OEA is bound by that aoproval. 

None of th.is is to suggest that the DEA dledsion to app,ove these two individuals and waive the 
requirernent for a master's degree was ,anreasonable. looking at th~e indl11lduals' extensive 
experience. a watv~t of the rcqulrernenll for a master's degree wa.s qutte rea$0.nable. Nor would we 
go so far as to S/dV It would not have bee:n better admlnlstrative practice to have created a fomia l 
document titled "Waiver." w e are just observing that a separate. doeument titled "waiver" was not 
,equired to affe-ct the enforceable waiver of the contract requl~ment, 

The cases we have reviewed on waiver note that the same conclusions can be reached under a 
theory of equmlble estoppel. see, e.g., A.C, Aukennan Co. v. R.L Cha.ides Constr. c.o.,, 960 f:.2d 1020, 
1041 (Fed.Cir.1992) (The clements of equitable estoppel are: "1} The actor, who usuallv must have 
knowledge of the true facts, communicates something In a misleading way, either by ·words, conduct 
or sncnce, 2) The other relies upon thc1t communkation. 3) And the other would be harmed 
materially if the act Of Is later permitted to a.nert a.ny claim Inconsistent with hls earller conduct." 
(cldng D.B. Dobbs, HANDBOOK ON THE LAW OF REMEDIES§ 2.3, at •2 (1973}). Here (1) DEA having 
knowledge of t!ie t,rue facts, approved the two candid.ate$ for the SME position; {2) MAXIM US and 
PRM reUed on that approval; and (3) MAXIM US and PRM will be materially harmed If DEA is tater 
permitted to .assert any daim intQnslste1nt with IU earlier conduct. We re.late this only to establish 
dut equitable estoppel would apply he1•e. As we understand it, DEA is standing by its decision to 
approve the two SME.s. We appreciate the OEA's honesty and integrity tn doing so. The analyses on 
pp. 19 and 20 of the Draft Avdil Report should bl! rewrttten accordingly. 

C. TRAVEL COSTS WERE APPROV£O 8'Y DEA 

As to ,he travet costs noted In the Wor1t:ing Draft, PRM advised us that all 1ravel was do,cumented and 
approv!d on DEA Form 19-Requisitlon for Equlpmeflt; Supplies, or Services. He ptovided a s.amplc 
form for travel by, Which we have alreai~y provided to vou. The sample form was for a senior 
investigator who was performing high l•~vel duties during his trawl. TM Requisition Form states he 
was "accompanyine case agent to meet AfMLS Attorney in Las Vegas, NV and to assist In Interview of 
IRS Revenue Agent." If this form Is representative of the costs in question. il seems beyond dispute 
that these costs were Incurred on be hat~ of DEA, approved by OEA, and necessary for the project. s 

P~ase. note that the PRM lndependent contractor agreements lnciude provision$ whidl require that 
the independent contractor rttelve pre-approval for all expenses, fnduding travel and other 
associated costs, The 1ndependent con-ti.ttor agre.ement we rev~wed states: 

R@Jmbur:sable Ei<nense.s. A.II expenses must be pre-approved and in accordance with the eiclstlng 
funding for the task(s) the l.ndepenc!e-nt Contractor is operating uride,. As such. PftM shall 
reimburse the lodepe.ndent Contfi~;tor for pre4 approved, reasonabte, necessary and 
s.ubstantt<ilted expenses incurred by· the Independent C.Ontractor for out-of-town travel, lodging.. 
me11ls, automobile rentals and admrnlstrative expen$es in connect.ion with lhe servJce rendered 
hereunder; provided, however, th.rt i ny expense in eic:ce-ss of $25.00 wfll not be reimbursed 

' we have not reviewed ill of these F1:mn 19s and don't have suffic;ent information about the 
questiol)ed costs to do so. Howe.ve,; If PRM Is correct,, OEA should be able to review a 
representative sample of these Forn, 19s to ,see if any further rcconcmatlon Is necessary. 
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without receipts, and all expenses shall only be reimbursed according to the Federal Travel 
Regulations 

Im.ti 
Independent Contnctors are required to request authorization (DEA f'onn 19) for any official 
travels ttquested by their DEA Supervisor. The local supe.rvlsor Is required to request 
authorization from the Asset Forieiture Unit at DEAHQ, with a copy 
PDF copy of the DEA form 19 should be faxed to;lllllll� llllllll�IIIIIIIIII 

to th~ COTR at DEAHQ. A 
Approval for such 

travel will be forwarded to the OEt, Supervisor, PRM and the Independent Contractor. 

PRM has advised us thal DEA or JMD shovld have col)Jes of the DEA Form 19 dOC'Ume.nt:s detailing the 
travel expenses and DEA appro~ts. Yc,u might check before. including this-llem In the final Audit 
Report. Alternativety, DEA or JMO might audit a representative sample of these Form 19s to see tt 
addldonal verifia1ion of the invoiced charges ls warranted. If the tr.Ivel wa5 approved by OfA rn 
other instances in the same manner as shown In the sample DEA Form 19 that PRM has provided, 
you 5hould be able to resolve this item and delete it before you is5ue a final Audit Repon. 

PRM has also advised us that they did not claim any reimbursement for the two items Spei;lficallv 
called out as example$ in the Draft Audlit Report~ (1) travel to and from the normal a$Signed offtee, or 
(2) tr-aveJ as50ciated with supervision or management. PR.M advised us that 0£A provided them with 
a copy of DEA CFO 8uJfeti11 No. 06· 10 R.eimbursem~nt of E~ptns~s in che Lot.al Truvel Areo. According 
to PRM, they provided this Bulletin to t.heli' personnel as guidance on local travel. Based on 
information provided by PRM, we belle:ve that (I) in each case in which non·local travel costs were 
submitted for payment. they wf!te pre-,,approved by DEA, and (ii} PRM provided its personnel with the 
guidelines that DEA provrded to PRM for local travel reimbursement, spec.lflcally, DEA CFO Bulletin 
No. 06·10 Relmbu11emertt of Expenses in the Loco/ Trove/ Area. The analysts of uavel costs on pa-ges 
21~22 should be adjusted in accordaoo, with the guidance OEA provided PRM. 

D. MISCELLANEOUS 

1. Personal Services 

As to sections of the Draft Audit Report addressing personal services, MAXJMUS takes no posiUon. 
Contractor.s must rely on the govetn.mEint to make the appropriate determinations before the 
government pubJIShes a solicitation or ,awards a contract and to admtnrster the contl'ad in an 
appropriate manner to avoid personal :services. As a clarification regarding pag~ U, we thln.k the 
Draft Audit Report should note that th~~ use of sovernment office space, tools, and equipment is 
driven entirely by the sen5itive dassified nature of the information. The only other way to perform 
this work would be to require the contractors to pl'ovkle a Sensitive Compartmented Information 
Facility ("SCIF'"). Requiring the contractors to providt! their own SCIF would have substantially 
increased the cost to the government a1nd would limit the tompetition for the services. This sltu:ation 
neg~te5 the appliQtion of Elements 1 a1nd 2 of the personal services analysis and the similar elemeots 
of the independent contractor analysis., If it weren't for the classified nature of the wort, the 
contract personnel could perform the work from oommercial office space or from their home offices. 
In short, the locations fol' the pertorma nee of the services were dictated solely to accommodate the 
government's need fot security, not to address the independent c-ontractors• need for the 
government's off.ce space and equipm,rnt, 
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2, RatlfkatJon 

As to 1c1tmc.ation un.der the FAR 1·602.-3., we have two comments.. Fir~1. as dtscussed above at Item 2, 
DEA t.ffectlvely waived the requirement for a maste.r's degree for lhe SM£s. Under these 
drcu-mstances, no subsequent ratification Is required. Second, we reviewed FAR 1·602·3. Draft 
Audit Re Port footnote 30 states that rat ificatkm can only be perlomied "before the conttac.t ~5 

been a.dmlnlstratlV'etydosed." FAR 1·&02·3 statM no such requirement, If the other requirements 
are met, an unauthorized commltme.nl 1'Ylay property be ratified. The FAR does statt that a 
requirement that «(f]unds ace avai.lable and were available. at the lime the unauthorized commitment 
was made." In the typical case, the om(mt availability or funds Is oece.ssary because the contractor 
has nol yet been paid and avall.i1ble funcSs are necessary to make the payment. That i.s not the case 
here because radflcaUon would n.ot encumber any new funds. 

3. Termioology 

The Draft A.uctit Report uses the wotd ... hue• and "hiring" throughout. Thes-e term$ suggest an 
employment relationship where an employment relationship is possible, but Is not required. In th1s 
regard, we note that the Task Orders and the DEA FAR Supple.mcnt c~uses use the terms "Contractor 
Personnel'' and "Personnel" fairly con.si.:itentty. The Task Orders do not require that MAXIMUS "hire"' 
the Contractor Personnel. They merety require tha1 MAXIMUS provide the Conttactor Per.sonnet, 
DEA most certainty did not "hire" the Cc1ntractor Personnel. At most, DEA participited in the 
selection of those Personnel. we ootedl the same Issues with the use of the term "woriter"' rather 
th.an the term .. personnel." We recomnrien.d th.at you repJace these terms in the Oraft Audit Report 
with more appropriate terms. 

E, SUMMARY 

The maJor points in tllis MAXIM US respi:>nse are summarized beiow. 

Oroft Audit Report Recommendotio1'1S 
MAXIMUS agrees with each of the •!leven recommendations llsted at pp. 28·29 of the Draft Audit 
R.epon. MAXIMUS has no role in the Implementing the recommendations. MAXlMUS believes 
that tmpfementatiOn of the recomnteridation.s in the Draft Audit Report will imp,ove the process 
for both the DEA and its contractor:;. 

The Investigators ore Exempt ProfeJ:slono/s 
The prime contract and task orders are for exempt profes$ional services and aren'l covered by 
the SCA. The fnvestigator job dutH,s are sophls.tkat.HJ and exempt In nature, 

1he lnwstlgotors are Independent Contractors 
The investigators wefe pro~rly da:ssified as fn1endent contractors. They .are owners of their 
own business enterprises-corporal:ions. timited Ii.ability companies, ar\d sole proprietorships.. 
These lnve-st:lgatorsobjec.tivety are lbona fide Independent oontractors and not oonexempt 
employees. The inde~ndetit oontractor agreements are p.Jajn as to their non~c,,mployment 
status, and that dasslflcation is COO'Kt as a matter of law. 
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DEA Wolved the Requireme11t/or M,1sters' Degrees for Subject Motter Experts 
DEA knowingly walved the master's degree reQuitaments for the two SM Es and that waiver is 
effective under well -established cootract prlnclp.als of waiver and estoppel as-articulated by 
federal courts applying these conce1ns to government contracts. 

Travel Costs 
Bastd on the fnform•nion provided by PRM, MAXI MUS believes thilt 1he travel c0$t were 
approved and reimbursed In accord:mnce with the guidelines DEA provkled PRM In DEA CFO 
Bulletin No. 06~10 Reimbursement o.f Expenses in tht Loco/ Travel Are. PRM has also stated that 
they did not claim any reimburseme•nl for the two items specif'icaUyc.alled out M &.lGlmpJes In the 
Oraft Audit Report: (1) travtl to-and from the normal assigned offie.e~ or (2) travel associated with 
supervision or management. The Dora ft Audit Report should be revised accordingly. 

Thank you for your consideration of this MAXI MUS response to the Draft Audit Re.port. Again, 
though we di5,agree with $Orne of the el,tmenrs of the O~ft Audit Report., your audltors have bf.?.e.n 
professional and courteous throughout the audit process. They have oper,ted In good faith and 
they welcomed ourinpuL We appreciarte their openness. Most importantly, we thfnk that the 
lmplemen~tion of the audit recommendaUons will improve the pro~ss and contract adminjstration 
for both DEA and Its contractors. 

We hope. you find our response helptut Please feel free to call me at 303.285.7557 if you Mvc .any 
questions. 

<&tw~~e~JJ-
Respectfully, 

ASSlstant General Counsel 

cc: John Mannln.g, Regional Audit Manager, us OOJ DIG Audit Division 
Program Man21ger, US OOJ OIG Al>dit Division 

Adam Eastridge, Director, Accounting, MAXIMUS 
Peter Vaeth, VP, Contracts, MA:<tMUS 
file 
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APPENDIX 6 

PROFESSIONAL  RISK MANAGEMENT, INC.’S  
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT  AUDIT  REPORT50  

IO THE UOIT REPORT 

Audit Report did not c:onta n any recommend 10M for 
Pro esslonal R k Manag m , Inc. (PRM), will not ddress them However, we wUI 
o er our com en on the issues ra n the port ha concern PR 

Ind pend nt Contractors v rsus Employe 

Workers' Compensation lnsuranoe 

ACA-Compllan Heal , Dental and Vision Insurance 

Profess onal liability Insurance 

Ue lnsu ce 

Long Term Dis bihty lnsu nee 

401k Progra 

In ddftfo • It hould be no ed that there we gre t deal o con us10n on the 
sue of wh r Independent con ctors could be hired for AFISS the oJlow on to the 

PACs contract. The Issue of mdep n nt co tracto v rs s mplo wa a matt r 
of debate during the AFlSS klcl< o mee 'ng a DO on March 4, 2016. Following t 

mg, e DOJ Contr: ctng Offloer,�·••• furnished the following guidance 
on M rch 21 , 2016 which appea d to Ind cat Ind pendent cont ctors could be hir d 
for A ISS s orders. 

TOALL· 

At he reoeot -off m 'ng, a number of you a eel whether e Nall nal 
Defen Aut ori Uon Act of 2013, Pub. L. No. 112-239, §1651 , 128 St t. 1832, 2080 
(J n. 2, 2013) (NOAA), ppl to your contract nd, so, how ii appU to 
n pe ent co ctors ( o lied 10 9 , or IC ) hired by prim SpeclfT lly, you 

50   Attachments to t his response were  not i ncluded  in  this final  report.  
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whether, if the NOAA Is applicable, the Department considers ICs to be "similarly 
situated" for the purposes of applying the subcontracting limitation requirement under 
the AFISS contracts. 

The Department considers the NOAA to be applicable to this procurement. In 
applying the NOAA to the AFISS contracts, the Department considers ICs to be 
"similarly situated.' Under the statute, a "similarly situated" subcontractor is a small 
business concern that has the same small business program status as the prime 
contractor. The Department considers an IC, by definition, a small business, and thus, 
for this general small business set-aside procurement, to be "similarly situated ' with the 
AFISS prime contractors. In other words, if an AFISS prime contractor subcontracts to 
an IC under its AFISS contract, the Department considers the IC to be a participant of 
the same small business program that qualified the prime contractor as an eligible 
offeror, and thus the IC subcontract may be included in the calculation of the 
percentage of the award amount of the prime contractor for the sake of compliance with 
the limitation on subcontracting requirement. As subcontractors, I Cs are encouraged, 
but not required, to register in the Government's System for Award Management (SAM). 

Pursuant to the NOAA, the limitation on subcontracting for both services and 
supplies is set at 50% of the dollar amount of any award received by the prime 
contractor. Compliance will be determined for each contract period --the base period 
and each subsequent option period •· based on the total dollar amount of all awards 
received by a contractor during the period in question. In order to determine whether 
AFISS prime contractors are complying with this requirement, each contractor must 
provide a summary for the base and each option period of the award amount received 
by the prime contractor under the contract and the amounts paid to similarly situated 
subcontractors and to other than small subcontractors. This summary must be provided 
to the Contracting Officer no later than sixty days after conclusion of the period of 
performance ln question. 

DEA Involvement In the Hiring Process 

In 2002, PRM began staffing positions at DEA field divisions. At that time, PRM 
selected the candidates and following DEA headquarters concurrence, they 
commenced work. In 2008, this changed when DEA headquarters began sharing the 
resumes of proposed candidates with the management of field divisions. Then some 
field managers began asking for a number of resumes to choose from and the ability to 
interview prospective candidates. This decision to share the resumes with field 
management resulted in the field having a greater say as to who would be hired. 
Throughout this period, PRM raised the issue of too much Involvement by the field in 
hiring to DEA headquarters. 

www.eskprm.com 2 
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In 2017, DEA headquarters reversed this policy. Now, once PRM has 
recruited, interviewed, and seleote,d the SFI or Fl candidate, the Asset Forfeiture 
Section at headquarters Is fumish1~d with the resume of the candidate for review. As per 
DEA policy on hiring former emplc,yees, a DEA Elhlcs Questionnaire Is required to be 
submitted to DEA if the candidate is a current or former DEA employee who served 
wllhin the past five years. 

Follewlng these steps. PRM submits the candidates' resume and completed 
DEA Ethics Questionnaire (if appltcable) to DEA Cnlef Counsel anci DEA Contracting for 
ethics approval The Asset ForfeH:ure Section Is also copied on this transmittal for 
coordination, 

Upon the Ethics olearanoe notification, PRM submits a required DEA Security 
Clearance Pacllage to the Asset Forfeiture Section that c.onslsts of the following: 

Applicant's Name 
Social Security Number 
AFISS Labor category 
DEA DMslon/Offlce Assigned 
Contract Employee's Authorization to Conduct Agency Specific Record Checks 
PRM Joint Personnel Adjudication System Summary Verification Letter 
DEA Response to Former EmploymenUDEA Contractor Ethics Questionnaire 
DEA Drug Use Statement 
Department of Justice Form 555 
Fair Credft Reponing Act of 1970 l,erease 

Following ravlew, the Asset Forfeiture Section lhen submits these materials to 
DEA Seoority Programs for final aI)proval and a check with the Inspection Division to 
determine if the candidate Is or waIs subject to an investigation, Followlng that approval, 
the Asset Forfe1ture Section advis13s PRM, via email, that the cand1daie was approved 
or not selected. If selected, PRM h; Instructed to es!abllsh a reporting date With the 
appropriate field DEA manager, F•RM then notifies the new employee and contaots 
lhe DEA manager to confirm a stan date. 

Current Hiring Process 

1 Job opening 

2. PRM registers ~th the ESDS (Employment Service Delivery System) 
In the slate whem the opening 1'1111 be listed on state Job banks 
(www.careeron8!1top.org) as required by the Vietnam Era Veterans 
Readjustment Act. 

www;:,isl.;pnl, com 3 
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3 , PRM posts the openlng on the slate ESDS and requests veteran's 
priority. This will allow veterans to view the posting for at least 24 
hours before it is available to the general pL1blic. 

4. Alter the veteran's priority expires, PRM conducts outreach within the 
state and posls the opening to various sttes that will allow other 
protected groups to view the listing. 

5. Since one of the AFtSS job requirements is ten year of law 
enforcement experience, the job openings are posted on the following 
web sites: 

The Association of Federal Narconcs A_genti (AFNA) 

https-J/www.afna.org.l 

The Na11onaJ Association of Blaok Narcotics Agents (NASNA) 

http://nabna.org/ 

The Nallonal OrganrzaUon of Black Law Enforcement E1teootivll'o (NOBLE) 

http://noblenetional.org/ 

The Association of ReUred IRS Special Agents 

https://www.afsa-,rs.org/ 

Women In Federal laW Enforcement (WtrLE) 

www.wifle.org 

The Soclety of fOITTlef Special Agents of the FBI 

www.socxfbi.org 

6. Ali postings will contain PRM's website, which direot applicants to our 
"Careers" page, which then redirects the applicant to www.ADP.com 
where applicants can view job openings and apply. 

7, Job openings typically remain active for a period Qf two weeks to thirty 
days. 

8. Applications that progress pas1 the minimum requfrement questions on 
the application are reviewed and scheduled for a phone interview. 

9. Phone Interviews are conducted with the applicant by: 
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Partner 

- Human Resources 

10. Applicants are eva,luated by the interviewers, and a candidate Is 
selected based on experience and knowledge that will enable them to 
be successful in ttie posttlon. 

11.A written record is created containing the reasons for the selection. 

12. The identities of applicants who were not selected are recorded and 
the reason for non-selection documented. 

S,ubject Matter Experts (SMEs) 

Two SMEs worked on the Di:A task order issued to Maximus, 
and was a direct h~us. 
PRM hire. PRM readily admits that since neither- nor had a 
master's degree, per contract requirrements, they needed a waiver by DEA to work as 
SMEs. That said, both men had wmked at DEA headquarters and were well known 
both at DEA and in the federal law •~nforcement community for their expertise in 
financial crimes related to drog trafficking. 

a career special agent with the IRS Criminal Investigation Division 
~ . served as the OE.A's, Oeip Administrator for Financial O erations-
- is the founder and owner of a firm 
providing financial consulting services to government and industry. 

- a career DEA agent served as the DEA Country Attache in 
Switzerland where he worl<ed closely with Swiss and other European partners on 
countering international money laundering. Additionally, he established and led the 
Mutti Agency Financial lnvestigatiVe, Center (MAFICJ at DEA headquarters. MAFIC 
brought together the FBI, US Customs Service, IRS CID, US Postal Inspectors, OOJ, 
and the CIA It served as the coordination center for international financial 
investigations related to dro~ being pursued by the participating agencies. 
Following that assignment. - was named Special Assistant to the Director of 
the Flnancial Crimes Enforcement Networl< (FINCEN) whose mission is to safeguard 
the financial system from illicit use and combat money laundering and promote national 
securtty through the collection, analysis, and d issemination of f inancial intelligence and 
strategic use of financial authorities . � •••retired from DEA in 1997 and went to 

•www.askprm.com 5 
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in the Money Laundering Section of the National Drug Intelligence Center. 
Following 9/11, as hired by the US Customs Service and detailed to the 
National Security Council (NSC) to assist in constructing the National Terrorist Funding 
Strategy (NTFS). In 2002, he was detailed to the Central Intelligence Agency's Counter 
Terrorism Center to help implement the NTFS. 

The PACs RFP states, · in unusual situations. very significant experience may be 
substituted for degree requirements, with prior written approval of the COTR • PRM 
believes that these individuals met the "very significant experience' standard." and the 
failure to g rant the walver was an oversight. 

Personal Services Contracts 

PACs required the contractor to perform on stte and use Government furnished 
equipment. It expected the contractor to supply mission critical services such as: 

• Providing advice and guidance to fully develop the forfeiture aspects of an on
going Investigation 

• Analyzing financial records obtained by the investigating agencies through 
internal and external data bases and submitting reports documenting the results 

• Reviewing, processing, and analyzing Information sufficient to 1) assist in 
determining the amount to seek for forfeiture; 2) identify and trace assets during 
the course of Investigations; and 3) assist the Government in perfecting its 
interest in the property 

• Assisting in the location and repatriation of assets that are subject to forfeiture 

• tdentifying the individuals and entities making deposits and all related bank 
accounts, properties, investments, and any other assets that may be Identified 
from the documentation 

, Maintaining detailed case documentation and database files of financial 
investigative research to trace proceeds of C¥iminal activities and investlgatlve 
interests in targeted property 

These requirements made It very difficult for the contractor to avoid the appearance 
of performing personal services. 

Local Travel 

While PRM claimed reimbursement for local travel, PRM never claimed any 
reimbursement for the two items specifically cited examples in the draft audit report. 
PRM did not claim travel to and from the normal assigned office, or for any travel 
associated with supervision or management. PRM furnished its personnel with the 

www.askpmi.com 
PO Box 2272 • Leesburg, VA 201 77 
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Bulletin CFO No. 06-10 (copy attached) as guidance regarding local travel. 

Percentage of Former DEA Employees Hired Under PACs 

The OIG determined 40% of the personnel hired for the DEA task order were 
former DEA employees and Implied that personal friendship may have played a 
role in hiring. In contrast, PRM believes that friendship should not be a 
disqualifier for those with top flight credentials. 

As PRM has described, the hiring process has been totally revamped and 
the role of DEA field management has been eliminated. However, PRM's 
knowledge of industry hiring practices leads us to believe that the OIG would find 
that the 40% number may be the low in comparison with other PACs/AFISS 
vendors. For example, many of the Senior Financial Investigator (SFI) activities 
cited in the ATF AFISS Statement of Work (SOW) are similar to those for the SFI 
in the DEA AFISS SOW and are focused on asset forfeiture and financial 
analysis: 

• Assisting special agents in identifying for seizure and/or forfeiture all assets and 
Investments that have been legally or illegally acquired by individuals and 
criminal groups 

• Assisting special agents in identifying, tracing, seizing, and forfeiting all 
proceeds deposited Into traditional and/or non-tradttional financial institutions 

• Tracing and forfeiting all stocks, bonds, securities, and other investments 
related to criminal activity 

• Assisting special agents in disrupting and destroying known criminal 
organizations by targeting their financial infrastructure and seeking criminal, 
civil, or administrative forfeiture actions to accomplish the mission 

• Providing commercial accounting, auditing, and/or business analysis, expertise, 
and assistance to special agents in support of specific cases, in order to 
prosecute individuals and businesses and/or seize assets associated with 
illegal activities 

• Assisting special agents by conducting analyses of seized records to determine 
the amount of Illegal proceeds subject to forfeiture 

• Assisting special agents in the pre-seizure analysis of assets to determine 
which assets will result in the Government assuming unacceptable liabilities 

www.askprm.com 

PO Sox 2272 , Leesburg, VA 20177 
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Assisting special agents in debriefing undercove~ operatives, confidential 
Informants, cooperating defendants, and witnesses to identify assets 

• Assisting special agents in the preparation of affidavits in support of asset 
seizure 

However, the ATF AFISS SFI job description cited below (emphasis added) 
all but eliminates candidates who have not served in ATF and describes asset 
forfeiture experience as merely desirable; 

SFI candidates must have a minimum of 10 years of law enforcement 
experience planning, conducting, and participating in complex financial 
Investigations, with a minimum of 5 years In a specialized area of expertise, 
such as forfeiture, organized crime, white collar crime, fraud, drug, money 
laundering, or similar area of criminal activity. An undergraduate degree is 
required. The investigator must possess a working knowledge of current 
financial investigative techniques, Including the use of commercial databases 
and other sources of information, and a valid driver's license, Foreign 
language skills are preferred, but not mandatory. Investigative experience 
should be within the following areas: alcohol. firearms. arson, explosives. 
tobacco, narcotics. complex/multi-defendant, and financial investJgations. 
Experience in asset forfeiture ls also desirable., 

wwv,.askpmi.com 8 
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APPENDIX 7 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 

NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT 

The OIG provided a draft of this audit report for review and response to the 
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Justice Management Division (JMD), prime 

contractor Maximus Federal Services, Inc. (Maximus), and subcontractor 
Professional Risk Management, Inc. (PRM). We received responses from each of 

these entities and respectively incorporated the responses in Appendices 3 through 
6 of this final audit report. The DEA, Maximus, and PRM also attached additional 
support to their responses that we considered but did not include as appendices to 

this report. In response to our audit report, the DEA, JMD, and Maximus explicitly 
concurred with, or identified appropriate corrective action in response to, all 11 

recommendations. Based on our analysis of actions offered by the DEA and JMD, 
the status of the report is resolved. 

Analysis of Responses 

The responses we received from the DEA, JMD, Maximus, and PRM provided 
additional comments that do not specifically pertain to a particular 
recommendation. As such, this section presents an analysis of these comments. 

Waivers for Minimum Qualification Requirements 

JMD, Maximus, and PRM provided additional comments regarding the PACS’s 
minimum qualification requirement of a Master’s Degree for Subject Matter Experts. 

Specifically, JMD’s response stated that it believed our audit report offers a 
“misimpression” that the Department of Justice (DOJ) unknowingly accepted 

contract services from two Subject Matter Experts who lacked Master’s Degrees. 
JMD stated that the PACS “expressly allowed” for the DEA to accept services from 

the Subject Matter Experts if other factors, such as experience, qualified as an 
adequate substitute for the educational requirement. Maximus stated that the 
report defined “waiver” too narrowly. Maximus provided examples of cases where 

courts found that a waiver can refer to a documented waiver and also the act of 
waiving, whether express or implied, of a contract requirement. Maximus also 

stated that the DEA knowingly waived the requirement for a Master’s Degree for the 
two Subject Matter Experts by its action of accepting their services. PRM’s 
response, however, agreed that neither individual hired as Subject Matter Experts 

had the required Master’s Degree and thus required a prior written waiver by the 
DEA. PRM detailed the qualifications of both individuals and stated that it believed 

that the DEA’s failure to grant a prior written waiver was an oversight. 

Our report does not take issue with whether the DEA knew that it accepted 

services from Subject Matter Experts who lacked minimum qualification 
requirements. Similarly, the report does not fault either Maximus or PRM in 

providing the individuals both firms did to serve as Subject Matter Experts. 
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Nevertheless, we believe that contract terms matter and that the PACS specifically 
required a contemporaneous, written acknowledgment from the Contract Officer’s 

Representative (COR) in the “unusual situations” when “very significant experience” 
of a specific Subject Matter Expert candidate should be substituted for a Master’s 
Degree. Such a document should assess the respective experience of each 
candidate based on the PACS minimum qualification requirement. As the report 
details, the evidence that the DEA provided as proof of a contemporaneous waiver 

did none of these things. Lacking such a document, the DEA could not affirmatively 
demonstrate that, at the time it approved these individuals, the DEA had 

determined that: (1) these individuals had the “very significant experience” that 
PACS required for candidates to have as a substitute for a Master’s Degree and 
(2) the DEA was positioned to receive Subject Matter Expert services 

commensurate with those contemplated under the PACS. Due to these issues, the 
report provides recommendations that, if implemented, will help the DEA ensure 

proper documentation of labor category qualifications of contract personnel. 

Local Travel Costs 

Maximus and PRM provided additional comments regarding the 

reimbursement of local travel costs for official business. Maximus stated that the 
contracts it and PRM established with their personnel required that travel expenses 

be pre-approved and that the DEA authorized independent contractor travel. PRM 
stated it did not claim travel for unallowable purposes. Maximus and PRM both cite 
internal DEA local travel reimbursement guidance to suggest that it was proper that 

the DEA reimburse Maximus and PRM task order personnel for local travel 
expenses. 

The DEA guidance cited by Maximus and PRM specifically applies only to DEA 
employees and not to contract workers. No provision of the PACS provided the DEA 

with the ability to bypass contractors such as Maximus and set payment terms 
directly with the task order workers. Instead, such payment terms must be 

established by the PACS or its task orders, none of which authorized 
reimbursement for local travel costs. As such, the audit did not take issue with the 
appropriateness of or the support provided for local travel charges incurred by task 

order personnel. Instead, this audit is concerned with the allowability of costs 
under agreed-to PACS and task order terms. The recommendation we offered 

therefore seeks to clarify invoicing to prevent this issue from happening again on 
future Asset Forfeiture Program contracts. 

Task Order Worker Classification 

Both Maximus and PRM provided additional comments on the classification of 
task order workers. PRM’s response stated that, save for one individual, it has an 
all-employee workforce serving on the Asset Forfeiture Investigative Support 

Services (AFISS) contract vehicle, which is a follow-on to the PACS. While PRM 
does not indicate why it has transitioned from hiring independent contractors under 

the PACS to hiring employees under AFISS, PRM confirmed that there was initially a 
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“great deal of confusion” regarding whether contractors could hire independent 
contractors under AFISS. 

In its response, Maximus asserted that it properly classified its contract 

personnel as independent contractors and that many of the facts discussed in the 
report are consistent with independent contractor relationships. The following 
responds to what we believe are the critical points that Maximus included in its 

draft audit report response on this issue. 

Maximus made a number of arguments in support of its claim that the 
workers were properly classified and disagreeing with our stated concern that the 
workers may not have been properly classified as independent contractors. First, 

based on a review of sample contracts, Maximus argued that the restrictions on 
performing work for others that were imposed on the workers under the 

independent contractor agreements are standard contractual provisions and that 
the workers were, in fact, free to work for others if there were no conflicts of 
interest. Maximus also argued that the formalities of the independent contractor 

agreements at issue are inconsistent with an employment relationship. In 
addition, Maximus disagreed with our high-level review of the factors that appeared 

to contradict Maximus and PRM’s classification of workers as independent 
contractors. In support of its contrary view, Maximus stated that contract 

investigators exercised considerable discretion and independent judgment and were 
not under the exclusive control of either Maximus or PRM; that use of the 
government’s, not the workers’, equipment and materials was appropriate to the 

sensitive nature of the work they performed; that special skill and expertise were 
required to perform the investigative work; and that the contractual term of the 

agreements was limited. Maximus briefly addressed several other factors that we 
had identified relating to whether the independent contractor classification was 
proper, and it argued that these factors are either common to contracts of this type 

or are necessary due to the sensitivity of the work that the investigators were 
performing. Finally, Maximus noted that the DOL Administrator’s Interpretation No. 
2015-1 was rescinded on June 7, 2017, which is a fact that we also address in the 
report. 

To assess worker classification, we focused on the economic dependence of 
workers to Maximus or PRM under the task order. As the report details, the worker 

classification analysis included much more than reviewing the agreements that 
Maximus and PRM established with its independent contractors. Specifically, we 
also assessed and verified the résumés of contract personnel and interviewed a 

cross-section of contract workers who provided financial investigative services and 
on-site DEA employees who supervised their work to obtain information on training, 

policies and procedures, duties, timekeeping, and supervision. This overall 
assessment, of which reviewing the agreements was one part, identified various 
concerns that we believe merit revisiting the proper classification of workers under 

the PACS task order. Maximus’s arguments detailed above do not change this 
view. 
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Maximus also stated that task order investigators should be exempt from 
both Service Contract Act (SCA) prevailing wage requirements and Fair Labor 

Standards Act (FLSA) minimum wage and overtime requirements.51 Maximus 
pointed out that the PACS and the task orders did not include these requirements 

and cited a 2001 U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) decision that found a 
full-time Department of Defense Investigator engaged in security clearance 
background investigations performed functions that met FLSA requirements for the 

administrative exemption. Maximus further stated that its contract personnel, 
many of whom were unincorporated sole proprietors, were “business owners,” and 
therefore served in an executive capacity that Maximus stated satisfied the FLSA 
executive exemption. 

However, the fact that neither the PACS nor the task orders invoked the SCA 
or the FLSA does not affect whether task order workers should have been exempt 

from these requirements. Contracting officials told us that they did not review 
worker classification prior to issuing the task orders. Moreover, the report merely 
questions whether the exemptions might apply. Maximus’s arguments do not 

change our view. The 2001 OPM administrative decision is not persuasive, given 
that it predates a major revision in 2004 of the Department of Labor’s regulations 
defining and delimiting the exemptions for “white collar” executive, administrative 
and professional employees, which inserted a new subsection 29 C.F.R. § 541.3(b) 

providing that the exemptions do not apply to police officers and similar public 
safety employees who perform work such as conducting investigations or 
inspections for violations of law and preparing investigative reports.52 In addition, 

for the executive exemption at 29 C.F.R. § 541.101 for “business owners” to apply 
on the basis of a 20 percent equity interest in the business in which the employee is 

employed, the task order workers would have to such an equity interest in Maximus 
or PRM itself. Since the exemptions only apply in the present circumstance if the 
independent contractor classification is misapplied and the task order workers are 

considered “employees” of Maximus or PRM, it is an ownership interest in Maximus 
or PRM that would qualify them as executives within the meaning of the regulation. 

Other Issues 

In its response, Maximus provided additional information regarding contract 
ratification under FAR 1.602-3. We considered this information and updated the 

final draft report to clarify the circumstances under which a contract ratification 
may take place. 

Maximus also recommended that we replace the terms “worker” and “hire” 
throughout the report with “personnel” and “select,” respectively. Maximus 

suggests that our use of “worker” and “hire” suggests an employment relationship. 

51 The Service Contract Labor Standards (SCLS) is formerly known as the Service Contract 
Act (SCA) of 1965. 

52 Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside 
Sales and Computer Employees, 69 Fed. Reg. 22121, 22123 (Apr. 23, 2004) (to be codified at 29 
C.F.R. Part 541). 
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We did not replace these terms as: (1) both “worker” and “hire” are readily 
understandable to lay readers and (2) “personnel” is a term we generally used in 

other areas of the report to refer to DEA employees. 

Recommendations for the DEA: 

1. Institute a process to identify former employees who are currently, 

or were at the time of their departure from the DEA, the subject of an 
investigation and review the circumstances of the investigation to 

determine whether the DEA should authorize the former employee 
subsequently to work on a DEA contract. 

Resolved. Although the DEA neither concurred nor disagreed with the 
recommendation, the DEA stated that its Office of Security Programs has 

instituted a process to conduct suitability reviews of background material 
related to all individuals submitted for contract employee positions. The 
purpose of the suitability reviews will be to determine whether the individual 

engaged in behavior deemed unacceptable for employment with the DEA. 
The DEA advises that its Office of Security Programs is codifying the process 

into a standard operating procedure and will provide to us supporting 
documentation when it is completed. 

This recommendation is resolved based on the DEA’s action to implement a 
process to review the background of all individuals submitted for contract 

positions, including former employees, to determine whether the DEA should 
authorize the individual to work on a DEA contract or task order. This 

recommendation can be closed once the DEA provides evidence that this 
process assesses whether employees who were the subject of an 
investigation should subsequently work on a DEA contract or task order. 

2. Require that AFP contract personnel who are former DOJ employees 

complete the required DEA Ethics Questionnaire and confirm that 
they have no conflicts of interest. 

Closed. The DEA concurred with our recommendation and updated its 
policies and procedures regarding the hiring of contract personnel who were 

DEA or other federal employees within the past 5 years. The DEA provided 
to us a copy of its updated ethics questionnaire as well as its new policy, DEA 
Clause 2852.203-70, which requires that firms who plan to use former DEA 

employees who are still within the 5-year post-employment period on a 
contract or other agreement must electronically submit the individual’s 
résumé and completed DEA ethics questionnaire to the DEA contracting 
officer and the DEA Ethics Officer. The DEA Ethics Officer, in turn, reviews 
this material to confirm that the prospective employee has no conflicts of 

interest. Under this policy, the prospective contract worker will not be 
approved to work under the DEA contract or agreement until that worker’s 

questionnaire is submitted, reviewed, and approved by the DEA. 
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The DEA also provided evidence that it has amended its current AFP contract 
for financial investigative services to require that the contractor submit ethics 

questionnaires for its personnel who were former federal employees. 

In response to this recommendation, the DEA also issued Acquisition Policy 
Letter 2018-03 to formally incorporate DEA Clause 2852.203-70 in all of its 
contract personnel hiring procedures. 

The DEA’s response to this recommendation and attachments demonstrates 

that this updated policy affirmatively requires contractors seeking to hire a 
former employee to submit a completed ethics questionnaire. As a result, 
this recommendation is closed. 

3. Update its policy regarding personal services to reflect the increased 

interaction between employees and contractors, and require that 
employees regularly receive training regarding how best to manage 
contract personnel to avoid personal services. 

Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. In its response, 

the DEA stated that it issued a brochure entitled “Contractor Personnel Quick 
Guide” that instructs personnel on best practices for maintaining appropriate 

government-contractor relationships. The DEA states that the guide will be 
distributed on an annual basis. 

The DEA also stated that it has provided training to appropriate government 
managers on how to interact with contract personnel in a manner that does 

not create a personal service environment. The DEA requested closure to 
this recommendation based on these actions, however it did not provide 
sufficient evidence of the training for us to close the recommendation. 

To close this recommendation, the DEA should provide evidence of (1) the 

training provided to managers on how to interact with contract personnel and 
(2) how it ensures that managers who interact with contract employees have 
received or will be receiving such training. 

4. Ensure that AFP contractors develop and provide training to all 

contract personnel regarding the characteristics of personal services, 
and the rules for who may supervise and review their work on the 
task orders. 

Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated 

that it will modify the contract with its current AFP contractor to require 
training on the characteristics of personal services contracts, including who 
should supervise and review contract personnel work. 

To close this recommendation, the DEA should provide evidence that it has 

modified the task order with its current AFP contractor to address this 
training need. 
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5. Ensure that AFP contractors implement a standard method to: 

(1) evaluate individual contract personnel work, and (2) share the 
results of such assessments with the DEA COR to enhance DEA task 

order oversight efforts. 

Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated 

that it will work with its current AFP contractor to provide a monthly report to 
the COR that documents each individual’s contributions to the overall 
contractor’s efforts on the contract. The DEA stated that this, in turn, will 
ensure that the COR maintains oversight of the contractor’s performance. 

To close this recommendation, the DEA needs to provide evidence that its 
AFP contractor, via its Project or Contract Manager, is reporting to the COR 

the monthly accomplishments of each individual working on the contract. 

6. Establish a process to ensure that it properly assesses the 

qualifications of individuals proposed to provide contracted AFP 
services to ensure compliance with explicit contractual education 

requirements. 

Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. The DEA stated 
that it will review the current method used to determine if waivers are 
required for each contract personnel position and will update its procedures 

to ensure that contract standards are met and applied consistently across all 
task orders. 

To close this recommendation, the DEA needs to provide the results of its 
procedural review regarding the documenting of contract waivers and 

resulting changes to the procedure to ensure that it meets and consistently 
applies AFP contract standards. 

7. Work with JMD to ensure that future AFP contract terms and line 
item numbers address potential travel costs incurred as a result of 

work performed away from the normal job site and implement 
controls to ensure that it properly identifies, segregates, and 

excludes unallowable costs from future AFP invoices. 

Resolved. The DEA concurred with our recommendation. Included with its 

response, the DEA provided a copy of the modification it issued to the 
current AFP task order that revised the Statement of Work to describe travel 

costs eligible for reimbursement. Specifically, the task order modification 
defines allowable costs to include costs associated with traveling to work 
performed away from the normal job sites. Under this modification, work 

performed away from the normal job site that required local travel must be 
approved by the DEA COR. Non-allowable travel costs under the modification 

include any costs associated with normal commuting costs. 
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The DEA’s response to this recommendation and accompanying attachments 
demonstrate that it updated AFP task orders to provide additional guidance 

on what constitutes as a reimbursable travel cost. However, with regard to 
contract line item numbers (CLIN), the DEA only revised the names of each 

CLIN to delineate between “Full Time Travel” and “Part Time Travel” and not 
the actual identifying number. We believe that establishing the same 
numerical identifier for multiple cost elements is not an adequate control to 

ensure that potentially unallowable local travel costs are properly identified, 
segregated, and excluded from AFP invoices. The DEA’s response also offers 

no information regarding coordination with JMD to ensure that corresponding 
separate CLINS (i.e., name and number) are established at the ID/IQ level. 
For example, as of the date of this analysis, the AFISS ID/IQ has only a 

single line item for travel and does not differentiate between the types of 
travel. 

To close this recommendation, the DEA needs to provide evidence that it has 
worked with JMD to ensure that there are corresponding separate CLINs at 

the ID/IQ and task order level for local and long distance travel. 

Recommendations for JMD: 

8. Assess the DEA’s level of involvement in the selection of task order 

workers hired by the contractors to determine if the DEA’s 
participation is appropriate. If JMD determines it is appropriate for 
DEA officials to continue having an extensive role in selecting 

contract personnel, we believe that the DEA should maintain the 
documents necessary to demonstrate, for each task order vacancy, 

why its officials selected a certain candidate over other AFP 
contractor candidates. 

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to assess the DEA’s level 
of involvement in selecting task order workers. In its response, JMD stated 

that it will increase its efforts in assessing and coordinating with the DEA, 
including providing training and reference materials regarding the 
appropriate role of the DEA in the selection of staff hired by the contractors 

and the need to maintain any relevant documents pertaining to contractor 
hiring decisions. 

To close this recommendation, JMD should provide evidence regarding its 
assessment and subsequent action taken to ensure the appropriate level of 

involvement by DEA in selecting task order workers ultimately hired by AFP 
contractors. 
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9. Enhance its monitoring and procurement policies to avoid creating 
the appearance that AFP contractors perform prohibited personal 

services or inherently governmental functions. 

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation. In its response, JMD 
stated that it will provide training and reference materials and conduct 
regular site visits with contractors and components using AFP contracts to 

prevent and correct situations that may create the appearance of AFP 
contractors performing prohibited personal services or inherently 

governmental functions. 

To close this recommendation, JMD should provide evidence of its enhanced 

monitoring of AFP contractors and component partners to avoid creating the 
appearance of performing personal services or inherently governmental 

functions. 

10. Advise agencies participating on the PACS and future AFP contracts 

that they must not exceed their authority by administering the task 
orders to procure prohibited personal services. 

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation. In its response, JMD 

stated that it will provide training and reference materials to AFP-
participating agencies regarding the prohibition of personal services. 

To close this recommendation, JMD should provide evidence of its work to 
advise agencies participating in the AFP not to use contracts or task orders to 

procure prohibited personal services. 

11. Enhance its process for pre-award analysis to ensure that contracting 

officials review AFP bids for indications of potentially misclassified 
contract workers and, as appropriate, solicit guidance from the U.S. 

Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division (WHD) on applicable 
labor laws and exemptions. 

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation and stated that it will 
enhance the AFP pre-award analysis performed by contracting officials to 

review bids for indications of potentially misclassified contract workers and, 
as appropriate, solicit WHD guidance on applicable labor laws and 
exemptions. 

To close this recommendation, JMD should provide evidence of its efforts to 

ensure that AFP bids are reviewed for indications of potentially misclassified 
contract workers, including evidence of guidance provided to contracting 
officials regarding AFP contract pre-award analysis, if such guidance is 

solicited. 
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